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With so many invasive species, natural resource managers must allocate limited funds 
to certain species and not others. Often, managers determine priorities through subjective 
experience and not regional data, contributing to a lack of objectivity, consistency, and 
transparency. This research mitigates this problem by demonstrating a process for combining 
data from iMapInvasives, New York’s official invasive species database, with expert feedback. 
Based on this process eighteen prioritization lists were generated for each of New York’s 8 
Partnerships for Regional Invasive Species Management (PRISMs) and the entire State of New 
York. Additionally, invasive species spread rates were calculated for all non-native terrestrial 
plant species in NYS using herbarium records and iMapInvasives data. Species’ current primary 
source of spread, primary dispersal mechanism, and overall invasiveness were all significant 
predictors of these invasive spread rates. The results of these analyses may provide a valuable 
insight for invasive species managers in their prioritization decisions. 
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INTRODUCTION- USING DATA TO INFORM INVASIVE SPECIES 















Invasive species- “a species that is nonnative to the ecosystem under 
consideration, and whose introduction causes or is likely to cause economic or 
environmental harm or harm to human health” (NYS Department of 
Environmental Conservation, 2014a) 
Invasive Species Management in NYS 
If you’re an invasive species, the State of New York has a lot to offer you. Bookended by 
New York Harbor and the St. Lawrence Seaway, NY is a hub of global commerce and one of the 
most heavily trafficked states in the country, offering multiple paths of entry (Taylor 2013). Its 
high population density has created a patchwork of privately-owned land fragmenting natural 
habitat: conditions that not only favor the spread of many invasive species, but which pose 
challenges to managing them (NYS DEC 2018). After centuries of new species introductions 
dating back to original European settlement, NY today boasts thousands of non-native species, 
497 that are being actively tracked in the state’s invasive species database (iMapInvasives 
2021). That includes 62 non-native forest pests- more than any other state in the country 
(Lovett et al. 2019).   
The ecological impacts of these invasive species in New York are widespread and 
sometimes disastrous. Water chestnut (Trapa natans) forms dense mats that blocks light to 
aquatic organisms and reduces dissolved oxygen. Multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora) outcompete 
native shrubs and creates impenetrable thorny thickets. Sirex woodwasps (Sirex noctilio) bore 
into living trees with a deadly fungus that decays the wood while sea lampreys (Petromyzon 
marinus) bore into fish, draining them of their bodily fluids. Impacts extend to agriculture and 
other industries. Zebra mussels (Dreissena polymorpha) have been obstructing pipes and canals 




calamitous pest of fruit trees, threatening several of NY’s most profitable agricultural exports. 
(NYIS 2019). 
Unfortunately for invasive species, NY has a robust invasive species management 
infrastructure. Guided by the NYS Invasive Species Council and funded by the NYS 
Environmental Protection Fund, a suite of government and non-government organizations work 
in tandem to tackle the threats invasive species pose. They include the NY Natural Heritage 
Program, the PRISM (Partnership for Regional Invasive Species Management) network, state 
departments like the NYS Department of Environmental Conservation (NYS DEC), Department 
of Agriculture and Markets, and Department of Parks and Recreation, databases like the NYS 
Invasive Species Clearinghouse, non-profits such as the Nature Conservancy and the NYS 
Invasive Species Research Institute, as well as Indian nations, federal agencies, and universities 
(NYSDEC 2010.) 
Invasive Species Prioritization 
Invasive species management efforts are relatively well-funded in NYS (NYSDEC 2018). 
But since there will never be enough money, time, or personnel to control every single invasive 
species, it is up to invasive species managers to decide which species deserve management 
resources . Common wisdom prioritizes species which pose the greatest threat and are the 
most uncommon/controllable while ignoring species which pose the lowest threat and are the 
most widespread/difficult to contain. Most species, however, fall somewhere in the middle, 
and managers often have to prioritize amongst species that are both high impact and hard to 




These decisions can be challenging, and the stakes are often high. Directing resources 
towards a species that has little hope for containment may preclude action on more 
manageable species. Course corrections may arrive too late for species that spread quickly. And 
every year brings a new batch of species introductions, presenting managers with fresh 
prioritization conundrums. By 2050, shifting ranges due to climate change are expected to bring 
up to 100 new invasive species to the Northeast United States from other parts of the country 
(Rockwell Postel et al. 2019).  
Incorporating Databases  
Invasive species databases may be able to help quantify the severity of the threat and 
the difficulty of control posed by each non-native species.  Across the U.S. there is a plethora of 
regional and national databases dedicated to collecting invasive species spatial information, 
including Early Detection and Distribution Mapping Services, Nonindigenous Aquatic Species, 
the National Institute of Invasive Species Science, and many others.  
Community (citizen) scientists, characterized as non-professionals engaged in scientific 
investigation (Miller-Rushing et al. 2012) are increasingly core contributors to these databases. 
Databases that contain community science species occurrence records are able to amass 
enormous datasets and report species on lands that may be inaccessible to professional 
scientists (Johnson et al. 2019; Crall et al. 2010). The shortcomings of community science 
sourced observations include increased species misidentifications, varying approximations of 
species abundance, and observation bias towards or against certain species and location types. 




volunteer training and professional verification of species identifications (Crall et al. 2010). 
Nevertheless, occurrence data in these databases has failed as a reliable proxy for species’ 
actual abundance (Cross et al. 2016): Estimations of abundance based off occurrence data 
consistently overestimate invasion risk (Bradley 2013). 
In New York the official invasive species database is iMapInvasives. iMapInvasives is an 
online, Geographic Information System (GIS)-based database of non-native species observation 
records managed by the New York Natural Heritage Program. Data is aggregated from many 
sources including community scientists, natural resource professionals, museum collections, 
herbaria, and other sources, providing the state with baseline data on non-native species 
distributions (Dean 2012). Fueling this dataset is a training program that teaches volunteers 
invasive species identification and how to report sightings (Rogers 2019). Hundreds of 
thousands of observation records exist in iMapInvasives, most of which contain photo 
identifications that allow professional reviewers to confirm each species’ identity 
(iMapInvasives 2020). The observation in this database represent a veritable goldmine of 
invasive species spatial data for the state of NY. 
Since iMapInvasives’s inception NYS natural resource managers have used the platform 
for alerts about new species introductions and to store spatial information about known 
invasive populations. However, up until now there has been little use of iMapInvasives’ data to 
directly influence prioritization decisions. If the insufficiencies of occurrence data in measuring 
abundance are accounted for, species observational records in iMapInvasives may be 




Objectives and Chapter Overviews 
In my first chapter I created a methodology for a data-driven approach to invasive 
species prioritization, based in part on the observation records available in iMapInvasives. In 
this methodology iMapInvasives observation records serve as an imperfect baseline for 
abundance. However, a standardized process of incorporating expert feedback ultimately 
determined prioritization “tiers” used to rank invasive species management priorities across the 
state.  
In my second chapter I used iMapInvasives’ entire database of observation records to 
calculate annual rates of spread for all terrestrial non-native plant species. These invasion rates 
were based on each species’ year of first detection and current distribution in the state, not 
population, thus avoiding the pitfalls of estimating abundance from occurrence data. After 
calculating invasion rates, I conducted a series of analyses to determine which attributes serve 
as the best predictors of invasion rate. Identifying which types of species are likely to invade 
faster than others will be useful for invasive species practitioners attempting to set 
management priorities. 
Two trends motivate the objectives of this thesis: (1) Invasive species introductions are 
increasing. It is imperative that natural resource managers confront this challenge with well-
informed prioritization decisions, and (2) Community-science sourced online databases 
continue to grow in popularity, providing access to mountains of data previously unrecorded. In 
response, this thesis will demonstrate novel applications for using online invasive species 

























Effective invasive species management requires triage (Downey et al. 2009). Some 
species are too established to warrant widescale control; others can be eliminated outright 
(Hobbs and Humphries 1995). Deciding which ones to prioritize managing is an important 
function of invasive species managers, but prioritization decisions are often based on 
subjectivity (Sutherland et al. 2004; Cook et al. 2012). Incorporating empirical data into these 
decisions may better align management priorities with the species that require them (Kneisel et 
al. 2020).   
In New York State, the eight Partnerships for Regional Invasive Species Management 
(PRISM) control regional invasive species management. Established by the New York State 
Department of Environmental Conservation (NYS DEC) in 2005, each of the eight PRISMs (Fig 
2.1) is a collective of resources managers, landowners, nongovernmental organizations, and 
other stakeholders who meet regularly to coordinate invasive species management in their 
region (NYS DEC 2011). Though they are independent organizations, a common thread runs 
through their management approaches- adherence to the invasion curve (Personal 
communication with Jennifer Dean and Steve Young 2019). A widely influential framework for 
invasive species management, the invasion curve states that preventing invasive species from 
establishing is the most cost-effective management strategy, followed by eradication. As an 
invasive begins to establish and spread, its difficulty and cost of control grows significantly 





Fig 2.1 The PRISMs from west: WNY (Western NY), FL (Finger Lakes), SLELO (Saint Lawrence and Eastern Lake 
Ontario), APIPP (Adirondack Park Invasive Plant Program), CRP (Capital Region PRISM), CRISP (Catskill Regional 
Invasive Species Partnership), LH (Lower Hudson), and LIISMA (Long Island Invasive Species Management Area).  
 
In 2016 the New York Natural Heritage Program (NYNHP) began using the invasion curve 
as the foundation for a statewide approach to invasive species prioritization, called “tiers,” an 
attempt to create a unifying framework for invasive species prioritization throughout the state. 
NYNHP developed the terminology (Table 2.1) with feedback and agreement from the PRISM 
coordinators and NYS DEC staff. They created five tiers, with tiers 1-4 directly corresponding to 
sections of the invasion curve and referring exclusively to species thought to have a highly 
negative ecological impact (Fig 2.2). The PRISMs coordinators who participated in this process 
then allocated the species in their PRISM into each tier (Personal communication with Jennifer 




Table 2.1 A simplification of the tier definitions (Dean and Young 2017). For complete definitions see Appendix 2.1 
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Fig 2.2 The Invasion Curve, with corresponding tiers. The x axis is the length of the invasion and the y axis is the 
extent of the invasion and cost of control. Units are purposefully unspecified (adapted from State of Victoria, 
Department of Primary Industries 2010) 
 
The tier definitions state which types of species should be included in them, but beyond 
basic guidelines they do not dictate which metrics should be used to allocate species into them. 
This is by design, as there should be some flexibility in interpreting the tiers. Furthermore, the 
experts determining these tiers may contribute highly localized information of the behavior and 
spread of invasive species over time, of their presence or absence in habitats less accessible to 
the public, and of the success or lack thereof in eradicating them. However, there are three 
risks to relying entirely on expert opinion for generating tiers. 
First, estimates of species population or impacts may come from anecdotal observations 




Stubbendieck 1993; Martin et al. 2012) and individual knowledge of populations may disappear 
if membership in a managing body changes. Second, tier parameters may vary between 
PRISMs. A species classified as Tier 2 in one PRISM may have been given a Tier 3 classification in 
another PRISM under the same conditions. The absence of uniformly accepted parameter 
prevents clear comparisons between management bodies and may complicate prioritization 
efforts across the state. Third, in approaches based on subjectivity there is generally less 
transparency about how decisions are made (Fox and Gordon 2009). This may lead to confusion 
on the part of other stakeholders affected by management decisions. Neatly summarized: 
“Decisions based on judgement alone are rarely based on defined criteria, do not usually 
document the reasoning process, and give no assurance that the full array of significant factors 
were considered” (Hiebert and Stubbendieck 1993). 
The benefits of an evidenced-based approach are covered by Fox and Gordon (2009), 
who synthesized management approaches towards invasive plants into a review that 
categorized status assessment lists into four different categories. The categories are based on 
the level of complexity that went into ranking the species, ranging from Type 1 to Type 4 lists. 
Type 1 do not consider any criteria while Type 4 lists use complex criteria assessed through 
yes/no questions, multiple choice questions, or scores, and include justification for the 
placement of each species through documented evidence. The authors advocate for lists closest 
to the Type 4 model, which are produced with greater “objectivity, transparency, and 




of this project, most of the PRISM lists met the criteria for a Type 2 status assessment, one 
relying predominantly on expert opinion (Fox and Gordon 2009). 
This chapter will document my process in adapting a Type 4 invasive species status 
assessment to the PRISM tiers system using a combination of data and expert feedback. An 
initial data tier was based on two sources of data: species invasiveness assessments produced 
by NYSDEC (Jordan et al. 2008) and abundance estimates based on observation records 
compiled from online databases, mainly iMapInvasives. To account for expert feedback, I 
developed a standardized approach for comparing data tier recommendations with expert 
recommendations. In this process an initial tier list was created based entirely off the data 
elements (iMapInvasives populations and DEC Invasive Assessments). After being reviewed by 
experts, alternative tier recommendations were provided with an accompanying reason for the 
proposed tier change.  
The iterative process of this approach allowed me to examine factors causing 
misalignment between the data-based tiers and expert input. An analysis of reasons for tier 
changes by experts informed the incorporation of additional data elements and the adjustment 
of existing ones, adding complexity and refinement to the original process, and improving 
alignment between the calculations of a data generated tier and the perspectives of invasive 
species practitioners. 
I predicted the experts would cite data gaps in invasive species distribution as the most 




would be the most likely to generate data tiers different from the expert tiers, due to these 
species going under-reporting in the databases..   
Also, of the additional data elements that could inform data tier rank that were tested, I 
predicted the inclusion of a separate difficulty of control score would result in a net gain of 
matchups between the data and expert tiers, due to the importance of this criteria in 
management decisions.  
Based off the results of these alignment tests and the recommendations of PRISM 
leaders and NYS invasive species experts during consultations, I produced final tier lists. The 
finished product is a methodology for developing invasive species prioritization tiers based on 
the goals of increased objectivity, transparency, and consistency. 
METHODS 
Overview 
The process presented in this section was iterative. Creating final data tier lists required 
a methodology based on the results of expert feedback analyzed from the first version of the 
tier lists. However, this chapter will be constructed with all the methods presented together, 
followed by the results in the following section. The methods covered in this section will 
include: (1) Data sources, (2) Creating version 1 data tiers, (3) Incorporating expert feedback, (4) 
Analyzing expert feedback and testing alternative variables for inclusion, (5) Creating version 2 




In addition to the methods contained in this section, there is a much lengthier and more 
detailed step by step instructional guide to creating the tier lists, located in Appendix 2.2.  
Data Sources 
To construct the data tiers, I used invasiveness scores and abundance data. The 
invasiveness scores came from assessments prepared by the NYS DEC, using a framework 
developed by The Nature Conservancy (TNC), in conjunction with LIISMA and the Brooklyn 
Botanic Gardens. A team of experts used the assessments to score the invasiveness and socio-
economic impacts of over 600 non-native species (Jordan et al. 2008). Invasiveness was based 
off ecological impacts; biological characteristics and dispersal ability; distribution within both its 
native landscape and other places it has been introduced; difficulty of detection and control; 
and likelihood of hybridizing (Appendix 2.3). Individual scores from each of these categories 
were compiled for a relative maximum score on a scale of 0-100. Species with a score of 80 or 
above were given a ‘Very High’ impact rank, species between 70 and 79.99 a ‘High’ rank, 
between 50 and 69.99 a ‘Moderate’ rank, between 40 and 49.99 a ‘Low’ rank, and below 40 an 
‘Insignificant’ rank. A second assessment quantified species’ socio-economic impact based on 
its human health, economic, and cultural benefit or detriment.  These scores were added 
together for a net score on a scale of -100 to +100, with negative scores meaning the species 
had an overall negative socio-economic impact and positive scores meaning the species had an 
overall positive socio-economic impact (Appendix 2.4).  
The abundance data came from several sources, but iMapInvasives served as the 




tool managed by NYNHP that has served as the official invasive species database for New York 
State since 2010 (NYSISCMP 2018). Throughout NY citizen scientists and natural resource 
professionals alike use iMapInvasives to report invasive species, map their distributions, and 
record treatment effectiveness, among other tools. The records contained in iMapInvasives 
may be divided along a few different lines. First are confirmed vs unconfirmed records. In order 
for a record to be confirmed, it must contain a clear photo of the species that was reviewed by 
a designated confirmer or be verified by project leaders based on professional expertise. 
Anything less than that is unconfirmed. Spatial locations of records may also be recorded as 
present, approximate, or confidential. Presence records have known geographic coordinates. 
Approximate records have unknown locations approximated to the centroid of a county, 
waterbody, etc. and are usually sourced from herbarium or museum records, or other historical 
archives. Confidential records have known coordinates that are only visible to iMapInvasives 
administrators and select state officials. Finally, records may be mapped as points, lines, or 
polygons (iMapInvasives 2021). 
Three other sources were used for abundance data. They included the Early Detection 
and Distribution Mapping System (EDDMaps), a national, web-based mapping system that 
documents invasive species and pest distributions aggregated from multiple databases 
(EDDMaps 2021). Data from the Nonindigenous Aquatic Species (NAS), a database from the 
United States Geological Survey that monitors, analyzes, and records sightings of introduced 
aquatic species throughout the United States, was also incorporated (U.S. Geological Survey 




map occurrences of all types of species, including non-native ones (iNaturalist 2021). Using 
multiple data sources meant the data included multiple scientific names for the same species. 
Identical species with different names were merged together. 
Creating the Version 1 Data Tier Lists 
Between January and June of 2020, tier lists were created for two scales of regions: 
PRISMs and the entirety of New York State. To create data tiers for each region, all post-2000 
confirmed presence, approximate, and confidential species records were downloaded from 
iMapInvasives. In order to create “populations” out of redundant observations, a separation 
distance of 50 yards (Rew and Pokorny 2006) was employed using a workflow created in 
Modelbuilder in ArcMap 10.6. This meant that any observations of the same species within 50 
yards of each other were consolidated into a single population. For all species new population 
numbers were generated based on this separation distance. The separation distance workflow 
incorporated presence and confidential records, but not approximate records since these do 
not contain exact locations. Once species populations were generated through the separation 
distance workflow, approximate observations were added to them for final population numbers 
(Appendices 2.5 – 2.10). 
Species were allocated into tier spreadsheets. Data tiers 2-4 comprised all species with 
‘High’ or ‘Very High’ ecological impact rankings according to the NYS Invasiveness Assessment 
table, provided by the NYSDEC Invasive Species Coordination Unit. Species were allocated into 
each tier based on population, with the lowest 33% of populations landing a species in tier 2, 




other species with rankings of ‘Moderate’, ‘Low’, ‘Insignificant’, or ‘Unknown’ were categorized 
as ‘Untiered’ and placed in a separate spreadsheet (Appendices 2.11 - 2.14). No species were 
given a data tier of 5. 
Fig 2.3 Screengrab from a Version 2 data tier spreadsheet 
 
All species within the region’s 100-mile buffer, calculated in ArcMap, that had ‘High’ or 
‘Very High’ rankings and were not present at the location were categorized as ‘Tier 1a’ and 
placed in their own spreadsheet (Appendix 2.15). Inclusion in Tier 1a was based on records 
from iMapInvasives as well as observations from the online invasive species databases 
EDDMaps and NAS. Unique species in this buffer with less than a high ranking were labeled with 
the data tier ‘Buffer.’ Any species that fell outside the 100-mile buffer (Tiers 1b and 1c) were 
not included in the data tiers.  
Populations 











Data Tier Percentiles 
Tiers 2-4 species are 
separated into tiers 
according to their 
population numbers 
(upper 33%= Tier 4, 
middle 33%= Tier 3, 





Data tier lists were submitted to all of the PRISM leaders and to a statewide committee 
for expert feedback. For both groups, webinar meetings were convened where I explained the 
process for providing feedback. At the PRISM scale, typically two or more reviewers from each 
PRISM assessed the PRISM lists and provided feedback, either during the webinar or in a 
separate meeting. At the Statewide scale a committee of experts was assembled for the specific 
purpose of evaluating the statewide data tiers (Appendix 2.16). Based on their background, 
statewide committee members were placed in working groups to assess forest pests and 
terrestrial animals, aquatic species, or terrestrial plants. Reviewers assessed each species and 
determined an expert tier, either agreeing or disagreeing with the data tier. If the reviewers 
disagreed with the data tier, they chose one of the options from the list of potential reasons for 
change. The following PRISMs participated in a full expert review of the first version: LIISMA, 
SLELO, and CapMo, plus the Statewide committee. 
Embedded into the tier lists was a standardized method for providing feedback. Many 
PRISMs had previously determined tiers for species and published them on their websites. 
These tiers were placed adjacent to the Data Tier in a column called “Old Expert Tier.”  
Adjacent, a ‘New Expert Tier’ column provided a place for experts to offer an updated and final 
tier rank. A ‘Reason for Change’ column allowed experts to explain why they might have 
differed from the data tier (Table 2.2, Appendix 2.17). This feedback process was designed to 




data into their decision making. Experts finished reviewing the first version of the tier lists in the 
Summer of 2020 (Appendix 2.18). 
Table 2.2 Reasons for change that experts would use to adjust a data tier. Checkboxes indicate the tier sheet in 
which the reason was an available option. Italicized reasons were only present in the final version. 
Reason for Change 2-4 1a Untiered Buffer 
iMapInvasives/data populations higher than 
estimated 
    
Under-reported in iMapInvasives/data     
Higher ecological impact than NYS Assessment     
Lower ecological impact than NYS Assessment     
Other reason (please explain)     
Higher socio-economic impact than NYS 
Assessment 
    
Lower socio-economic impact than NYS 
Assessment 
    
Distributed over a broad geographic range     
Distributed over a limited geographic range     
Present in region     
Absent from region     
 
Analysis of Expert Feedback and Testing of Alternative Variables for Inclusion 
Feedback from experts was assessed and used to adjust the methodology for generating 
data tiers. For species with a data tier of 2-4, the number of species that had differing data and 
expert tiers, henceforth ‘mismatched,’ were calculated. Some PRISMs did not review every data 
tier 2-4 species, and these were omitted from the calculations. Once the assessment of tier 
mismatches was completed, three additional variables were tested for incorporation into the 





1. Replacement of population as the measure of abundance with a measure of 
occupancy. In the first version, a species’ distribution was not considered when 
generating a data tier, potentially overlooking an important factor in prioritization. In 
this test, instead of using populations, occupancy of a species across a region was 
estimated using the percentage of the region that had observations reported in it. For 
this, the state was divided into 5 x 5 km grid cells and a workflow was run in 
Modelbuilder in ArcMap, which calculated the number of these cells that contained 
observations of each species. This proportion of grid cells in a region containing at least 
one observation was used as the distribution estimate.  
2. Inclusion of a Difficulty of Control rating separate from the ecological impact ranking. 
The difficulty required to control a species may be another important factor in 
determining management priorities. Difficulty of Control ratings were pulled from the 
New York non-native invasiveness ranking forms. These ratings were comprised of four 
subsections each broken down into a series of questions. Difficulty of control was 
ranked on a scale of 0-10. Its maximum possible score was 10/10, or 1.0. If reviewers did 
not have enough information on a species’ difficulty of control information to answer all 
the questions, the relative maximum score was used. For example, if the maximum 
possible points for the questions that could be answered are 8, and the species received 
an Outcome Score of 6, then the species’ “Relative Maximum Score” would be 6/8 or 
0.75. Species with Difficulty of Control ratings of >0.8 were given a lesser priority data 




Control ratings of <0.3 were given a higher priority data tier.1 0.8 was used because it 
equates to 80/100, which was the score used to classify a species’ impact as ‘Very High’ 
in the assessments. 30/100 is ‘Insignificant.’ 
3. Inclusion of an abundance comparison to adjacent PRISMs. Even if a species is 
abundant in one PRISM, it may not be in an adjacent PRISM, and managers may want to 
devote extra resources to keeping it that way. Species in a PRISM with 300% or greater 
abundance than in any neighboring PRISMs were given a higher priority data tier.2 
Each of these variables were separately tested. Whichever variables resulted in a net 
positive matching of data tiers and expert tiers were selected for inclusion into the next round. 
The changes were to be employed in the order of the highest percentage of positive matching 
between data and expert tiers, with any variables that did not result in a net positive matching 
of data and expert tiers omitted. At each stage, the included variable would be retested to 






1 Species that were scored out of a total possible difficulty of control score of <7 were considered incomplete, and 
not included in this variable. For species with multiple assessments, the most recent assessment was used. 
2 300% was chosen because in a trial run with APIPP data, only 13% of species had populations 300% greater than 
in neighboring PRISMs but 26% had populations greater than 200%. This was deemed too large a proportion of the 
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Fig 2.4 A fictitious example of a hypothetical flowchart for inclusion of variables into the second version of the tier 
list. In the first table, each of the three possible variables for inclusion are tested using the data from the original 
tier list to see if they improve the matchups between the data tier and expert tier. In this scenario, the use of 
occupancy as a measure of abundance improves the matchups most, the inclusion of difficulty of control improves 
the matchups, but less so, and the incorporation of an adjacent PRISMs score reduces the matchups. Only the first 
two variables are now incorporated into the second round. Here, the comparison is now between the original tier 
data that incorporates occupancy and the original tier data that incorporates occupancy and difficulty of control. 
The latter results in net negative matches between the data and expert tiers so it is discarded. The final tier list 
includes occupancy as an additional variable. This sequence does not reflect the actual outcome 
 
Due to experts frequently citing iMapInvasives populations as higher than estimated, an 
attempt was made at using a different separation distance to generate populations for the final 
version. This was done by running a sensitivity analysis, with separation values of 50, 100, 200, 
and 500 meters, using ArcMap’s Modelbuilder. Populations at each of these separation 
distances were generated and compared to Tier 2 species in the Lower Hudson PRISM for which 
experts knew exact population numbers.  
 Original Tier List + 














Creating the Version 2 Data Tier Lists 
Beginning in December 2020, a second and final version of the data tiers was completed 
for each PRISM and for New York State. This time, all eight of the PRISMs participated, in 
addition to the Statewide working group. This second version followed the same process of 
data tier submission, expert review, and final tier selection undertaken in the first version.  
The second version was based on the results of the analyses in the previous step. A 
separation distance of 100 meters was used due to results of the sensitivity analysis, and no 
additional variables were included to determine data tier splits (see results for details). 
In addition to the separation distance, other changes were incorporated into the second 
version based on expert feedback from the ‘Other reasons’ category. In order to better reflect 
the full range of effects invasive species may bring to their introduced range, a socio-economic 
impact ranking was incorporated into the criteria in addition to the ecological impact rankings. 
Including this ranking system meant that species given a Significant, High, or Very High Negative 
Socio-Economic ranking according to the assessments were automatically considered a priority 
and placed in the data tiers 2-4 list. For species in the 100-mi buffer, the same criteria were 
used to differentiate between Tier 1a and Buffer species. 
Certain species were eliminated from the tiers entirely and others were added. During 
the Statewide committee meetings, a few species were deigned native by the experts and 
subsequently removed from contention in future tier lists. Other species appeared multiple 




different taxonomy. These were consolidated into single species. Finally, species that were 
clumped into a single genus, such as Lonicera spp. were separated out into their individual 
species, such as Lonicera morrowii, with the exception of any “unknown” species. Of these, 
species that had high impact rankings would be placed in data tiers 2-4 or 1, and species with 
lower impact rankings as untiered species.  
Finally, an additional database was incorporated to better estimate species populations. 
iNaturalist data was downloaded in conjunction with iMapInvasives data for all non-native 
species within a region’s boundary. Observations from iNaturalist that were “research grade,” 
“introduced,” and “not-cultivated” were downloaded. These were combined with observations 
from iMapInvasives in ArcMap as a single shapefile, whereupon a separation distance would be 
applied to all observations, ensuring no overlap between individuals mapped in both databases. 
Some minor changes were made to the spreadsheets. Species in the 100-mile buffer 
that were of low impact rank were placed in their own sheet called ‘Untiered in Buffer.’ An 
additional reason for change ‘Species is distributed over a broad geographic range’ or ‘Species 
is distributed over a limited geographic range’ was added, to allow experts to change a species’ 
tier based on its distribution. For the Statewide Committee and for PRISMs that had 
participated in the first version, the feedback they had originally provided in the ‘Expert Tier,’ 
‘Reason for change,’ ‘Other reason,’ and ‘Notes’ columns was retained for reference in the 
second version. This expedited allocating species into tiers since much of their original decision-
making process had already been documented. Once the Committee and all PRISMs had 




located on the NY iMapInvasives website, allowing anyone to see how invasive species are 
being managed across the state. An ESRI Storymap explaining in detail the tiering process was 
created to accompany the table. 
Comparison Between Versions 1 and 2  
After all the expert tiers had been completed both the first and second version tier 2-4 
lists were analyzed for the following: (1) The reasons species shifted data tiers between Version 
1 and 2,  (2) The proportion of species with mismatched data and expert tiers vs matched tiers, 
(3) The most commonly cited reasons for tier mismatches, (4) The species data tiers which had 
the most tier mismatches. The number of mismatches in the second version was compared to 
the number of mismatches in the first version to determine if the changes incorporated into the 
second version had improved alignment between the data and expert tiers.  
RESULTS 
PRISM Comparison 
The results of version 2 of the data tiers show broad differences between the PRISMs in 
their populations and diversity of non-native species (Table 2.3). Some PRISMs, such as APIPP, 
SLELO, and CRISP have mapped populations of Tier 2-4 species numbering less than 5,000. 
Others, such as LH, have over 20,000 mapped populations of Tier 2-4 invasives. While CRISP has 
one of the lowest counts of non-native Tier 2-4 species populations, its proximity to the most 
heavily invaded PRISM, LH, contributes to CRISP’s Tier 1 species population of over 60,000 and 




located in the southern part of NYS. While the PRISMs are far from equal in size, their non-
native species population density bears out a similar result, with the two highest density 
PRISMs both in the southern portion of the state (LH and LIISMA). 
Table 2.3 Species and population information for all PRISMs according to the Version 2 data tiers. Tiers 2-4 
numbers refer to species present in each PRISM with a data tier of 2-4, meaning a high impact species. Sq mi is the 
area of the PRISM, and pops / sq mi is the population density of all tier 2-4 species in the PRISM. Tier 1a numbers 
refer to with a data tier of 1a, meaning they are present in a 100-mile buffer around the PRISM, not present in the 
PRISM, and have a high impact 
Tiers 2-4 Tier 1a 
 PRISM Species Populations Sq mi Pops / sq mi Species Populations 
LH 133 22,751 3,117 7.3 54 1,358 
LIISMA 120 14,765 3,195 4.6 40 1,073 
CRP 96 8,784 4,927 1.8 73 6,226 
WNY 102 7,899 8,141 1.0 47 1,005 
FL 115 11,902 12,377 1.0 54 3,273 
CRISP 85 4,625 5,150 0.9 86 15,076 
SLELO 78 4,277 7,360 0.6 66 4,809 
APIPP 74 4,457 10,247 0.4 74 7,081 
 
Populations correlate positively (r=0.46) to species diversity, and species diversity is 






Fig 2.5 Percentage of each species type based on number of species in NYS, using Version 2 data tiers 2-4 species.  
 
Tier Comparison 
Between the first and second versions, 146 species were added to the data tiers or 
shifted between the data tiers in at least one region, based on the updated methodology. An 
analysis of the species in the Version 2 data tiers 2-4 spreadsheet examined both the reasons 
why species were added to data tiers 2-4 and the reasons why species shifted tiers within data 
tiers 2-4, between the first and second versions (Fig 2.6). Most species were added to data tiers 
2-4 because they had not previously been recorded in iMapInvasives in the PRISM. These 
















although some came from new observations reported in iMapInvasives after the Version 1 tier 
lists were created. Other species were added to data tiers 2-4 because they had high or very 
high socio-economic scores, which in the first version had not qualified them for inclusion in 
data tiers 2-4. Other species were added because they had previously only been identified to 
the genus level, such as Lonicera spp and were now identified to the species level, like Lonicera 
maackii. Among species which shifted between data tiers 2-4, most shifted towards a higher 
data tier, likely because the inclusion of the iNaturalist data increased their population 
estimate. Some however, shifted towards a lower data tier because the separation distance 
which defined distinct populations shifted from 50 meters to 100 meters. Occasionally, a 
species that gained populations sank to a lower tier because the percentiles which determine 
data tiers 2-4 had shifted. Some species which lost populations increased to a higher tier 






Fig 2.6 Frequency of causes for species tier shifts in data tiers 2-4 between Version 1 and Version 2. Numbers are 
the aggregated reasons attributed to tier shifts from all PRISMs and NYS. ‘New to the data’ refers to species that 
were previously absent in the data but were added because of newly included iNaturalist records, or brand new 
iMapInvasives records. ‘Increased relative population’ refers to species who went from a low tier to a high tier 
because their population increased due to the new data, or the tier divisions shifted. ‘Identified to species level’ 
were species previously identified only to the genus level. ‘Socio-economic score’ are species that hadn’t been 
considered data tier 2-4  in the first version but had high or very high socio-economic scores. ‘Decreased relative 
population’ are species which decreased in population because of the larger separation distance or because the tier 
divisions shifted. 
 
In the second version all eight PRISMs filled out the expert feedback section for at least 
some of the species in data tiers 2-4, as opposed to only three PRISMs in the first version 




An analysis of the expert feedback for species with data tiers 2-4 showed broad 
differences in the types of reasons experts chose to differ from the data tier (Fig 2.7). As 
hypothesized, the most commonly cited reason was that a species was ‘under-reported in the 
data’ (55.6% of reasons listed in Version 1), though this reason dropped somewhat to 45.7% of 
reasons in Version 2. In both versions this reason was cited far more often than the reverse: a 
tier shift attributed to the data population over-reporting the species (5.6% in Version 1 and 
11.5% in Version 2). ‘Other reason’ was also frequently cited (21.3% in Version 1 and 25.7% in 
Version 2) as a reason for tier shifts. ‘Other reasons’ specified included that the species was 
common in neighboring regions, biocontrol options were in development, or management 
programs for it had already begun. Sometimes, reviewers placed species that were in the data 
tiers 2-4 list into the untiered list. This was typically when the species had a lower ecological or 
socio-economic impact than assessed or there was disagreement about the species’ nativity. 






Fig 2.7 Percent that each reason for tier change was listed, in data tiers 2-4 species. Multiple reasons could be listed 
for a single species. In Version 2, a few reasons for change were added that were not in Version 1. To directly 
compare reasons for change between the two versions, this analysis used ‘Other reason’ as an umbrella term for 
the following reasons: ‘Lower socio-economic rank than NYS Assessment,’ ‘Species distributed over a limited 
geographic range,’ and ‘Species distributed over a broad geographic range’ 
 
Though there were nearly equal numbers of species throughout data tiers 2-4 
(approximately 33.3% each), mismatches between expert and data tiers were not proportional 
(Fig 2.8). Data tier 3 represented the lion’s share at 49.2% of all mismatches, with data tier 2 at 
42.1% and data tier 4 at 8.7%. Many more data Tier 3 mismatches were given a higher expert 





Fig 2.8 Percent of mismatches in each data tier from Versions 1 and 2 data tiers 2-4. ‘Pos’ indicates a positive tier 
shift (Data Tier 2 to Expert Tier 3). ‘Neg’ indicates a negative tier shift (Data Tier 4 to Expert Tier 2). Other indicates 
a tier shift for a different reason (Data Tier 2 to Expert Tier 5). 
 
The amount of tier matches vs mismatches varied widely between the regions assessed 
(Fig 2.9). In Version 2, Finger Lakes reviewers disagreed with only 8.9% of assessed species, 
whereas APIPP reviewers disagreed with 47.3% of assessed species. Between the first and 







Fig 2.9 Percent of matches and mismatches in data tiers 2-4 from Versions 1 and 2 
 
Tier Variable Analyses 
Contrary to what was hypothesized, none of the additional variables tested with the 
first version data improved tier matchups. Incorporating occupancy, difficulty of control scores, 
and abundance comparisons to neighboring PRISMs each increased the number of mismatches 
between the data and expert tiers (Table 2.4). Therefore, none of these variables were 
incorporated into the second version. The original method of dividing the tiers based on the 33 






Table 2.4 Results from tier analyses of expert feedback. Occupancy refers to replacement of population as the 
measure of abundance with number of occupied BBA blocks; Diff. control refers to the Inclusion of a Difficulty of 
Control rating separate from the ecological impact ranking; PRISM compar. refers to the incorporation of an 
abundance comparison to adjacent PRISMs. Except for PRISM compar. which did not include analyses from the 
Statewide tiers (which is why there are less mismatches than the other variables), all analyses were based off data 
and expert tier comparisons from SLELO, LIISMA, CapMo, and the Statewide tier lists 
New Addition Mismatches w/o Mismatches w/ Net difference Incorporate? 
Occupancy 90 93 +3 X 
Diff. Control 90 118 +18 X 
PRISM compar. 58 63 +5 X 
 
Based on feedback from PRISM leaders, 100-meter separation distances yielded the 
closest number of populations to the known population numbers for a select group of species. 
As a result, 100-meters was adopted as the new separation distance for the second version       
(Table 2.5). 
 
Table 2.5 Population results from five separation distances for five invasive plant species with approximate 





Cytisus scoparius Actinidia arguta Salvia glutinosa 
No sep. dist. 52 155 61 44 
50 m 25 40 29 9 
100 m 23 40 17 3 
200 m 22 25 9 2 
500 m 20 15 4 2 








Between 2020-2021 I produced eighteen invasive species data tier lists- two for each of 
the eight PRISMs, and two for the State of New York. I created these data tiers using a 
replicable protocol that sourced from online invasive species databases and invasiveness 
assessments. Between the first and second versions of the tier lists, I improved the 
methodology and increased matchups between the data and expert tiers. PRISM coordinators 
and Statewide committee members reviewed the data tiers and provided expert tiers and 
documentation of evidence through a standardized process. NYNHP made the final tier results 
and methodology publicly viewable on their website. 
From Type 2 to Type 4 Status Assessment 
This tiering process achieves the goals outlined by Fox and Gordon (2009) for a status 
assessment built around objectivity, consistency, and transparency. Before the data-driven 
tiering began, abundance estimates for each species were primarily based on expert opinion, an 
entirely subjective approach. Now, abundance estimates are augmented with verified 
observation data collected from multiple databases, improving objectivity. Before, there were 
varying interpretations of the tiers amongst the PRISMs and no standardized way for evaluating 
a species’ tier placement. Now there is a replicable, step-by-step process for generating data 
tiers for all non-native species. Any user will achieve the same data tier results provided the 
abundance and impact information remains the same. Experts evaluating the data tiers will also 
partake in a standardized process of feedback and adjustment. The standardization of both the 




PRISMs published their tier lists on their websites before this project, the reasoning behind 
each tier decision was largely inscrutable to the public. Now, there is a publicly accessible tier 
table and accompanying explanation detailing the tiering methodology- a significant step 
towards transparency. Though the feedback experts provided for tier mismatches stays private, 
it is documented in case a tiering decision needs to be justified.  
In their nascent years, PRISM tier lists predominantly fell into what Fox and Gordon 
(2009) classified as a ‘Type 2’ status assessment: “lists developed by committee [with] brief, 
general descriptions provided to define each status category.” Tier lists today can be classified 
as ‘Type 4’ status assessments: “Multiple, specific criteria either with multiple-choice responses 
or with varying types of responses including scores, yes/no, or high, medium, low.” 
Incorporating multiple, weighted criteria in NYS DEC invasiveness assessments combined with 
the population scale (Fig 2.3) fits this Type 4 classification.  
In addition to improving upon the PRISM network’s original tiering approach, the data-
driven tiers bring a novel methodology to the current landscape of invasive species 
prioritization. Many prioritization systems such as the Alien Plant Ranking System (Hiebert 
2001) and the Invasive Species Assessment Protocol (Randall et al. 2008) standardize the 
decision-making process and use an array of criteria to place species into prioritization lists. 
These approaches, however, either requires in depth survey of species, difficult to achieve at a 
regional or statewide scale, or a heavy reliance on managers to answer questions about 




individual species one at a time, which can be time consuming for regions with high non-native 
species diversity.  
In contrast, the data-driven tier approach described here automates a significant 
portion of the process. It reduces the effort required by managers and generates prioritization 
rankings for thousands of non-native species across hundreds of thousands of square miles in a 
matter of hours. The wealth of invasive species observations available in iMapInvasives and the 
scope and thoroughness of the NYS DEC invasiveness assessments provide much of the legwork 
for this efficiency. 
Analysis of Expert Feedback 
The data tiers were designed to provide a more objective and consistent approach to 
prioritization decisions, while also approximating the decision of a typical expert reviewer. This 
is why several analyses focused on matchups between the data tiers and expert tiers. Between 
the first and second version of the tiers I attempted to improve those matchups. Of course, the 
goal of increasing agreement between data and expert tiers, to “improve” data tiers skirts a 
fine line. It could be argued that engineering a prioritization formula to more closely 
approximate the decisions of a group of experts is tantamount to simply using the opinion of 
those experts, albeit in a more roundabout and convoluted way. My position is that a data tier, 
even when constructed to better align with experts’ tier decisions, is still a more objective and 
consistent approach to prioritization than an expert-only alternative (Cipollini et al. 2005; 




In this framework, the decreased percent of mismatches between the first (43.9%) and 
second versions (36.5%) is a sign that I improved the data tiering methodology. It is impossible 
to know what specifically improved these matchups, since several aspects of the data tiering 
methodology changed between the versions. But based on the reason for change analysis (Fig 
2.6) and the reasons for tier-shifting species (Fig 2.5) it is likely that the incorporation of 
iNaturalist data contributed to the improved matchups. In the first version ‘Under-reported in 
data’ was the most common reason experts cited as the cause of their disagreement with the 
data tier, at 55.6%. This matched my predictions. But by the second version, that reason had 
dropped to 45.7%, likely reflecting the fact that there were overall more populations of data 
tiers 2-4 species due to the incorporation of iNaturalist data. The high number of mentions in 
both versions for ‘Under-reported in data’ means that there are many gaps in the databases 
where known populations have not been recorded. Hopefully, the awareness of this disparity 
will prompt NYS’s invasive species managers to record those observations in the databases, 
thus improving the quality of population data moving forward. 
Among the three priority data tiers, Tier 3 had a disproportionately high number of 
mismatches, contrary to what I predicted. Likely, data tier 3 is so over-represented because it is 
the middle tier. Whereas Tier 2 and Tier 4 species can only be mismatched in one direction, Tier 
3 species can be mismatched in either. However, the disproportionate number of mismatches it 
contains may point to a lack of familiarity with the parameters of that particular tier. 




Areas for Improvement 
In future tier list versions several aspects of the methodology could be improved. Due to 
constraints with the separation distance workflow developed in Modelbuilder, I used point data 
instead of polygon data. The vast majority of records included in the analyses were mapped as 
points. But many records in iMapInvasives were mapped as polygons, which contain more 
information about the extent of species’ infestations. When these records were reduced to a 
single point at their center, an infestation as small as a square meter and as large as a hectare 
occupied the same area. Incorporating polygon data would better reflect the true number of 
species’ populations.   
In addition to population information, distribution may also be incorporated to measure 
abundance. When I substituted species population numbers with a distribution metric, 
matchups between the data tier and expert tier decreased, so this variable was discarded. But a 
future version of the tiers might combine population and distribution information together in a 
way that improves tier matchups.  
Separation distances may also be improved. The separation distances were employed to 
reduce redundant observations in the data and give a better sense of actual populations, rather 
than numbers of individuals. The problem with the separation distance, though, is that it is a 
blanket number that is applied to every species regardless of its size. A Japanese mystery snail 
is considerably smaller than a Northern snakehead. But as it currently stands, the separation 
distances used to distinguish their populations are both 100 meters. Separation distances that 




generating distinct populations. But the research required to assemble hundreds of distinct 
range sizes was beyond the scope of this project.  
Finally, reviewers often disagreed with a species’ data tier because of its ecological 
impact rank. The invasiveness assessments were conducted at the statewide level and with rare 
exceptions were not PRISM-specific, so they potentially masked regional disparities in a species’ 
impact. For example, according to feedback received from PRISM leaders during phone calls to 
review expert tiers, a species may be able to overwinter in the southern part of the state but 
not near the Canadian border, reducing its invasiveness there. Regionally specific assessments 
of species, particularly for species where experts diverged from the data tier because of a 
disagreement about the species’ invasiveness in their PRISM, might improve data and expert 
tier-matchups.    
Future Use of Tier Lists 
New York State’s invasive species tier lists will continue to improve over time. For now, 
the new tier lists are already being used by state and regional invasive species managers in their 
prioritization decisions. At the PRISM and statewide levels tier rankings are informing which 
species projects receive management contracts and where managers direct their resources. At 
the statewide level, the Tier 1 lists are being used for a ‘horizon scanning’ committee that will 





The online resources developed to communicate the tiers will serve many purposes. 
They will help NYS managers communicate invasive species efforts with national invasive 
species organizations and neighboring states, as well as between NYS agencies. They will help 
connect and coordinate management efforts between PRISMs. And they will educate the public 
about how invasive species management decisions are made in NYS. Every year, new data tier 
lists will be generated for NYS and all PRISMs, and reviewers will determine which expert tiers 
they will change based on new information. The online tier table will be updated on an annual 
basis to reflect those changes (Personal communication with Jennifer Dean 2021). 
Though these tier lists are particular to the invasive species of NYS, the methodology 
developed to create them can be employed anywhere the necessary baseline data exists. 
Abundance data and invasiveness information must be available to create data tiers, and a 
team of experts must be available to review them and provide feedback. With these elements 
in place, everything else is replicable. Widespread adoption of similar data-driven tiers would 
allow neighboring states and provinces to share a common management language and better 









































Most invasive management decisions are based on the observed behavior of non-native 
species after they have established in their introduced range. By the time a non-native species 
is deemed invasive, however, it may be so widespread that eradication is impossible (Rejmánek 
and Pitcairn 2002). A more proactive approach to managing invasive species requires targeting 
emerging species with attributes such as dispersal ability, growth rate, or shade tolerance 
(Jordan et al. 2008) that are likely to make them invasive (Rockwell-Postel et al. 2020). Invasion 
rate- the speed at which invasive species spread- is another such metric. The cost and difficulty 
to contain species will increase with higher invasion rates (Neubert and Parker 2004). All else 
being equal, the faster an invasive species is likely to spread, the more urgent its management 
efforts should be. 
Much research has been conducted identifying characteristics that may contribute to 
the invasiveness of terrestrial plants (Rejmánek and Richardson 1996; Williamston and Fitter 
1996). Less has been devoted specifically to conditions that may contribute to these plants’ rate 
of spread (Neubert and Parker 2004), and no research has focused on the contributing factors 
to the invasion rates of plants in the Eastern United States. Determining what makes some 
terrestrial invasive plant species spread faster than others would be a useful contribution to 
natural resource managers identifying species that should be prioritized for monitoring and 
eradication. 
There are multiple factors that may contribute to invasion rate. Seed dispersal is one. 




Birds, many of which migrate, are some of the most effective vectors of long-range seed 
dispersal. Around the world over 40% of invasive tree species and over 60% of invasive shrub 
species are bird dispersed (Richardson and Rejmánek 2011). Non-native plant species dispersed 
by birds are likely invading faster than others.  
Similarly, the current primary source of species’ invasions may be affecting invasion 
rate. Species spreading primarily from naturalized populations are likely to be invading faster 
than species primarily spreading from intentional plantings. While species spreading primarily 
from intentional plantings may also be naturalized, there may still be some residual 
dependence on humans to assist their reproduction and spread in their introduced 
environment, a barrier that predominantly naturalized species have overcome (Williamson and 
Fitter 1996).  
Faster invaders may also originate from places that have higher levels of phylogenetic 
diversity, which foster a higher competitive intensity among species (Vermeij 1996). Fridley and 
Sax (2014) quantified the invasive species contributions of global floristic regions to the Eastern 
United States, uncovering a strong positive relationship between phylogenetic diversity of a 
donor region and the percentage of non-native species from the donor region that become 
invasive. Their research suggested that in the Eastern U.S., East Asian species have a 
competitive advantage over species from other parts of the world, but they did not examine 
the rates of those invasions. 
Lastly, amongst all types of vascular terrestrial plants, a growing body of research points 




and tropical forests (Schnitzer & Bongers 2011). Liana’s increased capacity to capitalize on 
heightened atmospheric CO2 (Mohan et al. 2006; Zotz et al. 2006), decreased freezing 
temperatures (Sperry et al. 1987), longer periods of drought (Schnitzer 2005), and increased 
fragmentation (Londre´ & Schnitzer 2006) position lianas to also become more widespread in 
many temperate forests. Comparing invasion rates may show that non-native lianas spread 
faster than plants of other growth habits, especially in recent decades. 
Establishing that invasion rate is indeed a component of species overall invasiveness is a 
critical pre-requisite to examining these relationships. If overall invasiveness is not strongly 
related to invasion rate, there is little justification for basing management decisions on the 
differences between species’ invasion rates. On the other hand, if invasion rate and overall 
invasiveness are linked, we can use invasion rate to help establish management priorities.  
Invasion rate is a complex variable that fluctuates over time (Shigesada 1997). This study 
will present a simplified, linear version of invasion rate that does not account for these 
fluctuations but is rather a coarse approximation. As such, ‘mean invasion rate index’ will be 
used in substitution of invasion rate henceforth. 
In this study I established a method for calculating mean invasion rate indices for all 
terrestrial non-native plant species in New York. I predicted that this index will be strongly 
correlated to overall invasiveness, providing a justification for using this index in management 
decisions. I also expected that among four predictor variables tested against this index, 
including dispersal mechanism, source of spread, region of origin phylogenetic diversity, and 




sources and from regions of origin with high phylogenetic diversities were likely to invade 
demonstrably faster. 
METHODS 
Determining Mean Invasion Rates Indices 
For all species, four sources were used to determine their date of first detection in New 
York (Table 3.1).  
Table 3.1 Sources for date of first detection in New York 
Source Description and URL 
iMapInvasives  An online, GIS-based database of hundreds of thousands of non-native species records 
managed by the New York Natural Heritage Program (NYNHP) as the official NYS repository for 
IS data. Data is aggregated from many sources including state agencies, natural resource 
professionals, citizen scientists, museum collections, etc., providing the state with baseline 
data on non-native species distributions (iMapInvasives 2021). 
 
New York 
Flora Atlas  
An online atlas of the vascular plants of New York which provides information on distribution, 
habitat, taxonomy, and native/non-native status. The atlas relies primarily on county 
distribution records from the preliminary New York Flora Atlas published in 1990, with 
supplementary records directly from herbaria, individuals reporting specimens in herbaria, 




An online collection of digitized records from herbaria in several Mid-Atlantic states, including 





An online collection of digitized handwritten notes which document the earliest known 





Species were classified as terrestrial plants in iMapInvasives prior to this study. I 
identified all terrestrial plant species’ first records in New York using iMapInvasives, and then 
manually compared with three other sources: New York Flora Atlas, Mid-Atlantic Herbarium 




differing scientific names depending on their source, I classified them all according to their 
scientific name in iMapInvasives. From these four sources I determined the oldest date. I 
manually discarded records with locations that include “arboretum,” “garden,” “nursery,” or 
other sites where the plant was likely cultivated or grown ornamentally. In these cases, I used 
the next oldest record as the date of first detection. I calculated the period of time from first 
detection until 2020 for all species, determining the length of time of the invasion. 
In ArcMap 10.6, I overlaid species observation records from iMapInvasives on a grid 
modeled after The Atlas of Breeding Birds of New York State (Andrle & Carroll 1988) which 
divides New York into 5 x 5 km grid cells. iMapInvasives observations were included if they had 
known coordinates or if they had approximate coordinates known to be somewhere within 
these grid cells. 
A workflow developed in Modelbuilder in ArcMap 10.6 automatically generated the 
number of 5 x 5 km grid cells each species occupied (Appendix 3.1- 3.2). Occupation in a grid 
cell does not mean the species is present across the entire cell, simply that there is at least one 
occurrence within the cell. For each species the number of occupied grid cells was multiplied by 
25 to convert their area to km2. The rate of invasion was calculated by dividing area invaded by 
length of invasion in years. For example, a species that was documented in 100 grid cells and 
had an invasion length of 50 years would have a mean invasion rate index of                             
(100 grid cells *25 km)/ 50 years= 50 km2/year.  
I manually removed from the analyses species that had an invasion rate of ‘0’ and 




the final species list was comprised of 292 species that fit the following criteria: Were in the 
iMapInvasives database, had records with coordinates somewhere in New York State, were 




Invasiveness scores came from the New York Invasive Plant Ranking System assessments 
prepared for the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYS DEC) by a 
team of experts, based on a framework developed by The Nature Conservancy in conjunction 
with the Long Island Invasive Species Management Association and the Brooklyn Botanic 
Gardens (Jordan et al. 2008). Experts employed by the NYS DEC used the assessments to score 
the invasiveness of over 600 non-native species. Invasiveness was based off multiple, 
individually scaled criteria that were aggregated, including ecological impacts, biological 
characteristics and dispersal ability, distribution within its native and introduced range, and 
difficulty of control. ‘Dispersal ability’ did not include a calculation of the species’ invasion rate 
and was instead an estimation of its dispersal potential based on available literature. Individual 
scores from each of these categories were compiled for a relative maximum score on a scale of 
0-100.  
Dispersal Mechanism 
Dispersal mechanism information came from Price-Tack et al. (in prep), which identified 
dominant long-range dispersal types for hundreds of non-native plant species in New York. 




available literature and expert knowledge to guide their selections. They included ‘Bird-
dispersed’, ‘Animal-dispersed’ (excluding bird-dispersed species), ‘Slow-moving’ (which includes 
all methods of dispersal with limited range expansion such as vegetative reproduction, spores 
with limited travel distance, and ballistic propulsion), ‘Slow, but potential for water dispersal,’ 
‘Wind-dispersed,’ and ‘People/machine-dispersed.’ The last category refers to species that are 
accidentally dispersed by people, not intentionally planted by them.  
Source of Spread 
Price-Tack et al. (in prep) also determined species’ primary current source of spread. 
‘Human Intentional’ species spread primarily from intentional human plantings, though they 
may be naturalized. ‘Naturalized’ species are not primarily spread through intentional plantings, 
although they may have been at one time. This category includes species that were never 
intentionally planted and species that were intentionally planted but are now completely 
naturalized.  
Region of Origin  
I based species regions of origin on Takhtajan (1986) floristic regions (Fig 3.1). Fridley 
(2008) identified Takhtajan floristic regions for most non-native plant species of the Eastern 
U.S., but 50 plant species introduced to New York were not included in his analysis and the 
regions of origin for these species needed to be identified. For species that Fridley did not 
assess, I determined growth habits using the Germplasm Resources Information Network 
(GRIN) (USDA 2020) which compiles distribution information from a global collection of floras. I 




floristic regions to determine which regions their native range overlaps. In keeping with 
Fridley’s (2008) approach, floristic region selection was conservative. If GRIN suggested only 
small overlap with a large region I ignored it in favor of representing the main distribution. If 
native range overlapped with the Eastern U.S. I considered the species was native to New York 
and removed it from the analysis. If a species was a cultivar, such as Lonicera x bella, I declined 
to give it any native range and removed it from the analysis. For each species, I selected the 
floristic region with the highest phylogenetic diversity according to Fridley (2008) as the 
representative diversity for that species. 
Growth Habit  
I identified growth habits for each species according to the New York jurisdictional 
species list in iMapInvasives, with species divided into ‘forb/herb,’ ‘graminoid,’ ‘shrub,’ ‘tree,’ 




and ‘vine’ (NatureServe, 2020). I further divided vines into ‘liana’ if they were woody and ‘non-




I conducted two linear regressions using mean invasion rate index as the response 
variable: the first used overall invasiveness as the predictor variable for all species that had fully 
assessed invasiveness scores (n= 187 species). A second used phylogenetic diversity of each 
species region of origin as the predictor variable (n= 272 species). 
ANOVA 
I conducted ANOVAs on the remaining predictor variables, again using mean invasion 
rate index as the response variable. The first used source of spread as the predictor variable (n= 
162 species). The second used each of the dispersal mechanisms as the predictor variable (n= 
158 species). There were only 4 animal-dispersed species, so these were removed prior to the 
analysis. In a separate ANOVA, I divided dispersal mechanisms into sub-groups based on their 
source of spread (for example: Bird-dispersed human-intentional and Bird-dispersed 
naturalized). I compared mean invasion rate indices between all subgroups having greater than 
7 species (n= 137 species) and ran a Tukey test to determine which sub-groups had significantly 
different means. 
I conducted a final set of ANOVAs with growth habit as the predictor variable (n= 287 




calculated only from 21st century observations, even if the species may have been introduced 
prior to the 21st century (n= 264 species). Extracting these 21st century mean invasion rate 
indices was intended to determine if vines showed an increased spread rate during a period of 
heightened CO2 emissions and warming temperatures. 
The distribution of residuals in all analyses was heavily skewed to the right, so a 
logarithmic transformation was applied to the mean invasion rate indices to generate a normal 
distribution of residuals. Log of mean invasion rate indices ranged between -0.92 and 2.45. All 
analyses which used mean invasion rate index as a response variable used this logarithmic 
transformation of the variable. All the following analyses were performed in Minitab 19.2020.1.  
RESULTS 
Ecological Impact 
Mean invasion rate index increased with overall invasiveness. A significant regression 
equation was found (F(1, 185)= 32.35, p < 0.001), with an R2 of 0.15. Log of mean invasion rate 







Fig 3.2 Relationship between invasiveness score (x-axis) and mean invasion rate index (y-axis). Note log scale. 
Species’ predicted log of mean invasion rate index was equal to -0.617 + 0.023 x (Invasiveness score). 
 
Source of Spread 
As predicted, species spreading primarily from naturalized populations spread faster 








Fig 3.3 Interval plot of sources of spread (x axis) and log of mean invasion rate index (y axis). Bars are one standard 
error from the mean. Individual standard deviations are used to calculate the intervals. 
 
Dispersal Mechanism 
The effect of dispersal mechanism on mean invasion rate index was noteworthy, though 
not significant  (F(4, 157)= 2.13, p= 0.08). Bird dispersed species spread at faster rates than 
plants of any other dispersal mechanism (Fig 3.4). There was enormous variation within species 
that had slow dispersal mechanisms but possessed the capacity for water dispersal. This group 
included fast invaders such as Microstegium vimineum (Japanese stiltgrass) and Reynoutria 






Fig 3.4 Interval plot of dispersal mechanism (x axis) and log of mean invasion rate index (y axis). Bars are one 
standard error from the mean. Individual standard deviations are used to calculate the intervals.  
 
When mean invasion rate indices were compared between dispersal mechanism 
subgroups categorized by their source of spread, a Tukey test showed that bird-dispersed 
species with naturalized sources of primary spread had significantly higher invasion rates than 
any other subgroup, including wind-dispersed ‘other’ plants, plants (I(5, 136)= 10.13, p< 0.001). 







Fig 3.5 Interval plot of dispersal code (x axis) and log of mean invasion rate index (y axis). Means that do not share 
a letter are significantly different. Bars are one standard error from the mean. Individual standard deviations are 
used to calculate the intervals. ‘Naturalized’ refers to species that are currently primarily spreading from 
naturalized populations. ‘Intentional’ refers to species that are currently primarily spreading from populations 
intentionally planted by humans 
 
Region of Origin Phylogenetic Diversity  
The higher the phylogenetic diversity of a species’ region of origin, the faster it spread. A 
significant regression equation was found (F,(1, 271)= 4.37, p= 0.04) with a slight positive 
correlation (r=0.13). However only a miniscule fraction of the variation could be explained by 
the model (r2= 0.01). Log of mean invasion rate index increased 1.102 for each 1-point increase 




Upon identification of two distinct groupings of phylogenetic diversity (Fig 3.6), the 
phylogenetic diversity values were divided into two groups about the mean: ‘high’ (> 0.625) and 
‘low’ (<0.625). There was no significant difference between the means of these groups (p= 
0.17). 
 
Fig 3.6 Scatterplot of Phylogenetic Diversity of Region of Origin (x axis) and Invasion Rate (y axis) with regression 
line. Note log scale. Species’ predicted log of invasion rate was equal to 0.081 + 1.102 x (Phylogenetic diversity of 
Region of Origin). 
 
Growth Habit 
Growth habit was not a significant predictor for mean invasion rate index. When mean 
invasion rate indices were examined based on observations recorded from 1800-2020 there 
was no significant difference in mean invasion rate index between any growth types based on 




indices based on 264 species with 2000-2020 observations (p= 0.82, r2= 0.01).  Of the growth 
habit types analyzed between 1800-2020, lianas had the highest mean invasion rate index. Of 
the growth habit types analyzed from 2000-2020 observations, non-liana vines had the highest 
mean invasion rate index (Fig 3.7). 
 
Fig 3.7 Interval plot of Growth Habit (x axis) and Log of Invasion Rate (y axis) with invasion rates calculated from 
data between 1800-2020 and between 2000-2020. Bars are one standard error from the mean. Individual standard 
deviations are used to calculate the intervals. 
 
DISCUSSION 
In this study I examined factors which may affect the rate at which non-native terrestrial 
plant species spread by calculating invasion rates for all species using their date of first 




invasion lengths and current distributions of all terrestrial non-native plant species. The 
analyses revealed that species with higher overall invasiveness, species that come from 
naturalized populations, and naturalized species that are bird-dispersed all spread at 
significantly higher rates.  
Overall Invasiveness  
As the first analysis showed, species spread faster when they are overall more invasive. 
Knowing this, we can use mean invasion rate indices to determine invasive species priorities. In 
general, species types that have faster meaner invasion rate indices should be prioritized over 
species with slower mean invasion rates indices.  
This finding complicates research by Ricciardi and Cohen (2006) which found no 
evidence that species which spread faster are more likely to have negative impacts on 
biodiversity. Several differences between our studies prevent a direct comparison, including the 
fact that their invasion rates were restricted to species’ post-establishment phases and their 
measure of biodiversity impacts excluded several of the variables used in the NYS DEC’s 
invasiveness assessments, which also comprise a species’ difficulty of control and biological 
characteristics. Further research may isolate the ‘ecological impacts’ section of these NYS DEC 
assessments to determine the relationship of invasion rate to this more specific facet of 
invasiveness.  
This finding augments the reliability of the source of these invasiveness assessments, 
which was qualitative and based on previous literature. This ranking system is used in New York 




critical that the assessments are accurately assessing the invasibility of New York’s non-native 
plants. When it comes to invasion rate, this study suggests that the assessments are succeeding 
in that role.  
Source of Spread 
As predicted, species that currently spread primarily from wild, or naturalized plantings 
invaded at a significantly higher rate than species spreading primarily from populations 
intentional planted by humans. This is almost certainly because species that have primarily 
spread outside of cultivated areas have demonstrated an innate capacity to thrive and 
reproduce in their introduced environment. There is little dependence on human intervention 
to grow their populations or spread beyond their initial point of introduction. It is unsurprising 
that predominantly naturalized species invade faster than predominantly planted species, but 
this is still a novel finding. Based on these results, prioritization efforts centered on invasive 
plants should focus on those that are primarily spreading from naturalized, not intentional 
plantings. An important caveat, however, is that many species that have become 
predominantly naturalized are also more established invaders that are more difficult to control 
(Rejmánek and Pitcairn 2002). If prioritizing predominantly naturalized plant species for 
removal, managers should restrict their efforts to species with low populations and distribution.   
Dispersal Mechanism 
Dispersal mechanism also contributed to the speed of invasion rates, albeit in a narrow 
sense. Among species with unintentional sources of spread, bird-dispersed plants spread at 




species, which generally spread over very short distances (Soons and Ozingo 2005). Birds, which 
can spread seeds extremely long distances (Martinez-Lopez et al. 2020; Jordano 2016), are the 
key dispersal mechanism for many invasive plant species, especially fleshy-fruited ones (Gosper 
et al. 2005). Research suggests that due to climate change, native plants in the Eastern U.S. are 
fruiting earlier and missing annual fall bird migrations. Bird-dispersed invasive plants, which 
fruit later than natives (Gallinat et al. 2018), may be better equipped to take advantage of these 
migrations, despite being less nutritious (Pagano et al. 2013). If migrating birds are forced to 
forgo some of the native plants in their diet and pivot to invasives, the invasion rates of bird-
dispersed non-native plants may further increase. 
Among naturalized species, I only compared mean invasion rate indices between bird 
and wind dispersed species, as there were not enough species in the other naturalized dispersal 
categories to justify including them. Classifying more species by their dispersal categories would 
allow for a more thorough analysis. It is possible that there may be significant differences in 
invasion rates between species of multiple naturalized dispersal mechanisms, not just between 
bird and wind-dispersed plants.  
Another useful addition to this study would be a dispersal mechanism analysis based on 
polychory. Haplochory is a theory of dispersal that assumes there is a dominant dispersal vector 
for each species based on the morphology of its seeds. This is what informed Price-Tack et al.’s 
approach to allocating species into categories like ‘Animal-dispersed’ and ‘Wind-dispersed.’ In 
contrast, recent work has bolstered the view that polychory, dispersal based instead on 




2004). However, creating custom dispersal functions that list, rank, and weight multiple 
dispersal vectors for large numbers of species represents a herculean task. Consideration of 
haplochory-based dispersal mechanisms, in addition to simplified dispersal mechanisms, may 
increase our understanding of plant dispersal and its relationship to invasion rate. 
Region of Origin Phylogenetic Diversity  
Other variables tested against mean invasion rate indices yielded less conclusive results. 
I had predicted that the phylogenetic diversity of a species’ region of origin would correlate 
strongly with its mean invasion rate index, and this turned out to be true. With increasing 
phylogenetic diversity, there is increasing invasion rate. However, the enormous variation in 
invasion rates indices among species from the same region of origin makes this variable an 
unuseful predictor of spread. This is surprising, as the work of Fridley and Sax (2014) showed a 
strong relationship between phylogenetic diversity of region of origin of non-native species and 
the probability of their invasiveness. Furthermore, our studies examined many of the same 
species, as one of their three regions of focus was Eastern North America, which encompasses 
New York. Likely, the source of divergence is due to the difference in response variables, where 
this study used invasion rate, and they used an overall measure of invasiveness. Another likely 
cause is that the number of species in their analysis (2433) far outweighed the number used in 
my analysis (272). 
Growth Habit 
The final variable tested, growth habit, proved completely inconsequential to mean 




century. This runs counter to my prediction that lianas would spread at significantly higher rates 
than species from other growth habits during the 21st century. Evidence suggested that lianas 
may be better equipped to capitalize on system-wide shifts associated with climate change than 
species from other growth habits, and studies from tropical and subtropical habitats have 
affirmed that (Schnitzer & Bongers 2011). It is possible that the temperature thresholds at 
which lianas suffer frost-induced embolism are still a limiting factor for their development in 
temperate climates (Londre and Schnitzer 2006). It is also possible that other factors outside of 
liana’s biological characteristics may be at play. For example, accidental plant species 
introductions are increasingly becoming a major source of invasive species. The primary 
mechanism of these introductions, seed contamination, heavily favors forbs and grasses, not 
lianas (Lehan et al. 2013). Increasing propagule pressure of forbs and grasses may allow species 
from these growth habits to spread faster than lianas, even if a changing climate presents lianas 
with more biological advantages.  
Considerations of this Study 
In order to determine distributions of so many species across such a broad geographic 
area, a large dataset was required. The invasive species data present in iMapInvasives allowed 
for a far more comprehensive analysis than experimentally collected data could have provided. 
iMapInvasives, a product of a decades-long, statewide effort to map hundreds of thousands of 
invasive species populations and aggregate existing datasets (New York ISCMP 2018), provides 
verified data collected opportunistically and without sampling design. “Opportunistic” data is 
increasingly becoming a powerful contributor to biodiversity research, especially at broad 




scientists (Johnson et al. 2019; Bradter et al. 2018; Soroye et al. 2018; Chandler et al. 2017; 
Tiago et al. 2017). One pitfall with opportunistically collected data is that areas lacking species 
observations may really just be lacking volunteers to make those observations, thus 
underestimating species distribution. True, incomplete distribution maps would have certainly 
affected each species’ rate of invasion in this study. However, a lack of volunteers in one 
location would have likely affected all species there comparably.  
More difficult to ascertain is the degree to which the year of a species’ introduction 
affected its invasion rate index. Species reporting has increased over time, potentially inflating 
the invasion rates of recently introduced species. Conversely, species that were recently 
introduced may still be in the lag or early introduction phases of their invasion, which would 
cause them to have a slower invasion rate index. A future study may compare the invasion 
rates of species introduced in distinct time periods to reduce this potential bias. 
To calculate these mean invasion rate indices, I used a linear rate of spread (sq km / 
year) when in reality invasive species follow a logistic model of spread. Like any novel 
population, first there is a slow growth “lag phase” when a population struggles to establish, 
followed by an accelerated “expansion phase,” and concluding with a “saturation phase” where 
growth plateaus (Shigesada 1997). Due to gaps in the available data it was impossible to reliably 
quantify these three distinct phases, so I instead opted to calculate a single, linear average 
invasion rate. This average invasion rate is likely slower than the spread rate during the 
establishment phase, but faster than the spread rates during the lag and saturation phases. For 




able to isolate their lag, expansion, and saturation invasion rates. Knowing the invasion rates of 
these species during their lag phase would be particularly helpful, as this phase is the most 
opportune time to eradicate invasive species (Rejmánek and Pitcairn 2002).  
Conclusion 
When faced with limited resources and limited windows of opportunity to act against 
invasive species, invasive species managers can extract three important guidelines from the 
results of this research. First, mean invasion rate index is a useful proxy for overall invasiveness 
and can be used as a metric for prioritizing management decisions. Second, species spreading 
primarily from naturalized populations should be prioritized over species primarily spreading 
from intentionally planted populations, though this approach should likely be restricted 
towards species of a similar abundance and/or distribution. Third, among species spreading 
from naturalized populations, bird-dispersed plants should be given higher priority over wind-
dispersed species. The other variables analyzed do not exhibit a strong enough relationship to 
invasion rate to be used as criteria for prioritization. 
This research also produced a comprehensive list of the dates and location of first 
detection, as well as current size of distribution for almost every non-native terrestrial plant 
species in New York. This resource may prove incredibly useful to invasive species managers 
and others seeking to learn about the history and impact of invasive species in New York. For 
example, this list shows that species with the highest invasion rates are almost exclusively 
species that have been present in New York for a long time. Of the species with the top 20 




vimineum (Japanese stiltgrass), Persicaria perfoliata (Mile-a-minute), and Cardamine impatiens 
(Narrowleaf bittercress). These species are all currently present across a relatively small portion 
of the state. Their mean invasion rate indices so far indicate that unless management action is 
taken to stop their spread, they will eventually occupy as much land as some of New York’s 





























How can opportunistic data be used to inform prioritization decisions? This research 
presented two applications of opportunistic data for this purpose. In the first study I developed 
a data driven method for assigning species into prioritization tiers based on their abundance 
estimates in iMapInvasives, their invasiveness rankings, and the perceptions of PRISM and NYS 
invasive species practitioners. This methodology improved the objectivity, consistency, and 
transparency of the tier lists, and demonstrated a novel approach for marrying opportunistic 
data with expert feedback.  
The second application was an approach to prioritization based of the differing invasion 
rates of non-native terrestrial plant species. Using species’ current distributions in 
iMapInvasives and the length of their invasions according to herbaria records, I calculated the 
mean invasion rate indices and analyzed them in relationship to several predictor variables. I 
found that species which are more invasive overall and species that primarily spread from 
naturalized plantings spread faster. Among these naturalized species, bird-dispersed species 
spread faster than wind-dispersed species.  
Opportunistic species records available in iMapInvasives formed the backbone of this 
research. In Chapter 2, the data tiers were based largely on their number of observations 
reported in iMapInvasives. In Chapter 3 iMapInvasives dictated the distribution sizes of 
assessed species. As previously stated, there are benefits and pitfalls to using opportunistic 
data to estimate species abundance and distribution. I believe the way opportunistic data was 
incorporated in this research mitigated its most important data quality issues. However, this 




during the expert tiering process about locations where species are going under-reported may 
help in this regard. 
Future research may alter and build on the approaches taken in these two studies. For 
the invasive species tiers, adjustments to the methodology may include substituting point data 
with polygon data, using taxon-specific separation distances, incorporating a distribution metric 
alongside abundance estimates, and obtaining locally specific invasiveness assessments. Each of 
these items would add complexity and refinement to the data tiering process. However, if the 
ultimate goal is close alignment between the data and expert tiers, testing each of these 
variables before inclusion may be preferable.  
For the invasion rate analyses, classifying more species into their dispersal categories 
would grant a more robust comparison, especially if the dispersal categories were based on a 
haplochory model of dispersal. A fascinating addition to these invasion rate analyses would be a 
study of the relationship between source of initial introduction and invasion rate. This may shed 
some light on whether species introduced intentionally or accidentally spread faster, providing 
invasive species managers with another criteria for prioritization. Finally, it should be self-
evident that terrestrial plants are not the only kinds of non-native species worth paying 
attention to. Several of the analyses conducted here could be replicated or adjusted for non-
native animals and aquatic plants.  
While there is considerable room for improvement and further study, this research is an 
important contribution to data-driven invasive species management. The tiers methodology 




New York State and the PRISM network. Beyond its implications for NY, this is a methodology 
that can be adjusted and implemented anywhere invasion species populations are backed up 
by data and verified by experts.  
The second chapter, in addition to increasing our understanding of the relationship 
between several predictor variables and invasion rate, produced a comprehensive list of the 
invasion rates of hundreds of non-native species. On its own, this data may be useful for 
prioritization efforts. Invasion rates could be used as an additional data element in the data 
tiering process or provided to experts to help inform their decision-making. As this research 
shows, arming invasive species managers with invasive species data improves the foundations 
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Step by Step Procedure for Creating Tier Lists 
 
Welcome to the Step by Step Procedure for Creating Tier Lists! You have chosen to 
embark on a journey to create invasive species prioritization lists for management 
organizations- a noble calling indeed. The process will be long and there will be a 
learning curve steeper than El Capitan. Technical difficulties and data incongruities 
abound. However, by sticking to this step by step guide you ensure the greatest chance 
of success. Before we begin, there’s some software that needs to be accounted for. 
Creating the tier lists requires access to the Internet, Microsoft Excel, File Explorer, 
ArcCatalog, and ArcMap for desktop. Make sure all are accessible and working 
properly. OK, let’s go! 
  
Downloading data 
There are multiple data sources the tiers are based off, extending not just across New 
York but within a 100-mile radius of the entire state. The most efficient way to analyze 
the data is to compile every observation that will be used into a single shapefile, and 
then select observations from that shapefile to be used for individual PRISMs. But 
before the data can be compiled it needs to be downloaded. The four sources of 
downloads are iMapInvasives, EDDMaps, Non-Indigenous Aquatic Species, and 
iNaturalist. Only the most relevant records- those reported from the year 2000 onwards- 
will be included. At this point, data from beyond the 100-mile buffer will be included in 
the download and removed later on in ArcMap.  
 
1. From iMapInvasives 
a. Login to iMapInvasives.org 
b. Check Present Species, Approximate Species, and Confidential present 
species boxes 
c. Go to Filter and filter by date to include only observations from the date 
01/01/2000 until present day. This will be the date filter applied to 
observations from all other sources. Under Jurisdiction, filter to New York 
and Pennsylvania. 
d. Click on Export (as .csv)> Export Records 
2. From EDDMaps 
a. Login to EDDMaps.org 
b. Click on Data Downloads 
c. Enter the acceptable observation dates (1/1/2000 to present day) 
d. Select one of the following states: Vermont, New Hampshire, Rhode 
Island, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Ohio, Delaware, 
Maryland, or Ohio. Parts of Pennsylvania fall within a 100 mile radius of 
NYS, but those observations are already covered by iMapInvasives. 
e. Make sure only ‘Positive’ and ‘Treated’ are checked off. Click CSV. 
f. An email will be sent with a downloadable zip-file. Repeat the process for 
all states above. 
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a. Go to Nas.er.usgs.gov. Click on ‘Search for NAS records via our custom 
spatial query map’ 
b. From ‘Add a New Search Field’ click on ‘Exotic/Transplant’. Select ‘Exotic’ 
from the dropdown menu.  
c. Check ‘Draw circle’ from the ‘Search by Area’ field. Make the circle large 
enough to comfortably include all observations within 100 miles of the 
state. Placing the circle center near Albany and giving it a 400-mile radius 
should suffice. There is no option to filter out older records. 
d. Select the Download button from the symbols at the top of the map. 
4. From iNaturalist 
a. Login to iNaturalist.org and click ‘Explore’ 
b. On the ‘Filters’ button check ‘Research Grade,’ ‘Wild’, ‘Introduced’ and 
populate the date filter. Click Download. A new screen with a more 
detailed export tool will appear. 
c. In the Place field type in ‘Northeastern United States and Canada.’ 
d. This file will be too large to download all at once. You will have to divide 
the date range out so that each download has less than 200,000 records.  
e. Not every column is essential and leaving all selected will lengthen the 
download time and confuse any data table. I chose to include: 
Id  observed_on quality_grade image_url sound_url
 description captive_cultivated latitude longitude
 species_guess scientific_name common_name
 iconic_taxon_name taxon_id 
f. Click Create Export. 
 
Compiling data in Excel 
In this step we will be compiling every single remaining downloaded observation record 
into a single csv table, which in the following section will be brought into ArcMap and 
refined further (so that only records within a 100mi buffer of NYS are included). It is 
good practice to name all sheets and queries in addition to files, and to name them 
consistently. Naming everything will enable more fluid query merges and eliminate 
confusion about the purpose and location of data tables.  
 
1. In the All_PRISMs folder make a folder called 2020_records. Make another called 
Observation_records with subfolders for iMap_records, EDDMaps_records, 
NAS_records, iNaturalist_records and All_records. 
2. Move each of the downloaded files into their respective subfolders (but nothing in 
All_records yet). Extract the folders when necessary. 
3. For iMap 
a. There will be separate excel files for each type of species observation: 
Presence_line, Presence_point, Presence_polygon, Approximate_point, 
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Presence_polygon_confidential. Discard any files that are ‘unconfirmed’ 
records. 
b. All non-confidential present records should be compiled in a single .xlsx 
file and saved as All_iMap_present_obvs. All confidential species records 
should be compiled in a .csv file saved as All_iMap_conf_obvs. And all 
approximate records should be compiled in a .xlsx file saved as 
All_iMap_conf_obvs. In each, note that the dates are post-2000.  
c. In a new sheet in the same file, copy all the species records from the 
original sheet. Remove all columns except for scientific_name, 
common_name, observation_date, Y, X. Place the columns in that order. 
Add another column at the end called ‘Source’ and fill all rows with 
iMap_present, iMap_conf, or iMap_app. Write the total number of 
observations in each table for record keeping.  
4. For EDDMaps 
a. Compile observations from all states together into a single .xlsx file, saved 
as All_EDDMaps_obvs 
b. Apply filters so that only species classified in the ‘Nativity’ column with 
classifications other than ‘Introduced’ or ‘Exotic’ are visible. Delete these 
observations. Apply filters so that only species classified in the ‘Status’ 
column with classifications other than ‘Positive’ or ‘Treated are visible. 
Delete these observations. Take a cursory look at the ‘Location’ column to 
ensure that all states are present in the table and ensure that the dates 
are post-2000.  
c. In a new sheet in the same file, copy all the species records from the 
original sheet. Remove all superfluous columns, leaving SciName, 
ComName, ObsDate, Y, X. Place the columns in that order. Add another 
column at the end called ‘Source’ and fill all rows with EDDMaps. Record 
the total number of observations. 
5. For NAS 
a. Open the single downloaded excel document and save as All_NAS_obvs. 
Sort by the year column from oldest to newest and delete all observations 
from before 2000.  
b. In a new sheet in the same file, copy all the species records from the 
original sheet. Remove all columns except for Scientific Name, Common 
Name, Year, Latitude, and Longitude. Place the columns in that order. 
Add another column at the end called ‘Source’ and fill all rows with NAS 
Record the total number of observations. 
6. For iNaturalist 
a. Rename each of the iNaturalist download files to reflect the years it 
covers. Compile them all into a single .xlsx file, saved as All_iNat_obvs 
b. Note that the dates are post-2000. Ensure that all the observations are 
‘Research Grade’ and ‘Introduced.’ 
c. In a new sheet in the same file, copy all the species records from the 
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common_name, observed_on, latitude, longitude. Place the columns in 
that order. Add another column at the end called ‘Source’ and fill all rows 
with ‘iNat’. Record the total number of observations. 
7. Using the streamlined tables from each .xlsx file compile all observations from all 
sources into a single sheet in its own file, saved as 
All_sources_obvs_worksheets.xlsx and located in the All_records folder. 
Standardize the column names to be Scientific_name, Common_name, 
ObsDate, Lat, Long. Check once more to ensure that all observations are post-
2000. 
8. Using the recorded number of observations from each source, calculate the total 
and compare that to the number of observations in the new sheet. If there is a 
discrepancy, now is the point to address it. Once you have done this find and 
delete any observations listed as ‘Fake Species.’ Record the updated number of 
observations. 
9. Locate the file Master_merge_spreadsheet. This spreadsheet contains 
assessment information including the species type, ecological impact score and 
rank, and socio-economic rank. Since there are sometimes several scientific 
names for any one species, this table also includes the iMap names for all 
species, when applicable. This information will now be merged with the species 
observation records. Copy the sheet into the file All_sources_obvs_worksheets. 
10. For both sheets (the observation records and the species assessment) go to 
Data> From Table/Range. Click Close and Load. Now there should be two 
queries in addition to two tables. 
11. Merge the two queries together. Go to Data> Get Data> Combine Queries> 
Merge. Select the appropriate queries and merge based on the Scientific_name 
from the species observation query and the Original_scientific from the 
assessment query and click OK. The Query Editor will appear, with the 
assessment query highlighted in green. Click the arrow at the top and ensure that 
all boxes are checked. Uncheck “Use original column name as prefix” and click 
OK. 
12. The resulting table will be a query that cannot be easily edited with edits retained. 
Go to Design> Convert to Range. Then go to Insert> Table. In the future, 
whenever you create a new query that requires editing of the rows, you will need 
to follow this process. 
13. The overwhelmingly majority of the species should be matched. Many do not 
have associated iMap names and assessment information, but they should at 
least have ‘Species Type’ information (ie: Aquatic Plant). If there are any 
unmatched species, determine its species type, fill that information in the table, 
and update the Master_merge_spreadsheet with the new species. 
14. Sort by the iMap_scientific column and determine which species do not have 
iMap scientific or common names. Copy and paste the original scientific and 
common names into these columns. Now, every species observation should 
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15. Copy this table into a new excel file called All_sources_obvs.csv and place in 
All_records subfolder. The original scientific and common names are no longer 
relevant, and those columns can be deleted from this .csv file. Eliminate all 
punctuation in the iMap_scientifi column. Go to Find and Select> Replace. 
Replace the marks . , : ( ) – / with blank spaces. This will prevent Modelbuilder 
from getting confused in a later step. 
 
Final Preparations in ArcMap 
In the last section, a csv file was created that contains all the downloaded observations  
compiled into a single table. However, many of these observations lie outside the range  
of the 100 mi buffer of NYS and are thus outside the extent of our tier analyses. In  
ArcMap we will remove any observations outside this buffer and create a File and  
Geodatabase feature class called 2020_records that will be the master collection of all  
species observations that could be possibly used in any PRISM or statewide analysis. 
  
1. Open up a new file in ArcMap and save as 2020_records_map saving it to the 
2020_records folder in All_Tiers 
2. In the ArcCatalog sidebar go to the 2020_records folder. Right click File> New> 
File Geodatabase and name it 2020_records.gdb 
3. Go to File> Add Data> Add XY Data. Select the table All_sources_obvs. Make 
the X field ‘long’, the Y field ‘lat’ and edit the coordinate system to be NAD 1983. 
Click OK. A new layer called All_sources_obvs.Events has been created. 
4. Double click on the Data Frame. In the Coordinates System select NAD 1983 
UTM Zone 18N and click OK. 
5. Bring the shapefile PRISM_to_NYS_boundaries into the map.  
6. Go to Selection> Select by Location. Select features from 
All_sources_obvs.Events with a source layer of PRISM_to_NYS_boundaries, a 
spatial selection method of ‘are within a distance of the source layer feature’ with 
a search distance of 100 miles and click OK. All observations within 100 miles of 
the state will now be selected. 
7. Right click on the .Events file and go to Data> Export Data. Make sure only 
selected features is chosen and select ‘the data frame’ from the coordinate 
system options. Save the output feature class to be the 2020_records.gdb, as the 
file type File and Personal Geodatabase feature class. Click OK. 
8. Open up the new GDB feature class table. Make sure there are less observations 
in this feature class than in the All_sources_obvs table. Finally, remove any Sus 
scrofa (Wild boar) observations that are in NYS, as these populations have 
already been eradicated. Select by Attribute from 2020_records with the formula 
iMap_Scien = 'Sus scrofa' Then go to Select by Location and using ‘select from 
the currently selected features in’ choose 2020_records_observations as the 
target layer, PRISM_to_NYS_boundaries as the source layer, and intersect as 
the spatial selection method. After starting an edit session, delete the remaining 
observations from the attribute table. You are now ready to begin the process of 
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Organizing PRISM files 
The preliminary work is complete, and it is now time to start making individual PRISM 
lists. First, let’s get organized. 
 
1. Create a subfolder in the PRISM’s folder named after the current year 
2. Make 2 subfolders: ArcMap files and Excel files 
3. Within the ArcMap folder make subfolders for Observation_records, Maps, 
Buffer_files, and Model_outputs  
4. Within the Excel files folder make a subfolder for Tier_1, Tiers_2-5, and 
Complete_Tiers 
Determining PRISM Population Numbers 
Now it’s time to start preparing population numbers for each species. We’ll be applying 
a separation distance of 100 meters to many species so that observations of the same 
species in the same area are not counted redundantly. For simplicity’s sake we will only 
be applying the separation distance to species deemed a priority based on their 
ecological or socio-economic impact.  
 
So, in this system there are three types of species records. There are species records 
which have no specific location information and should not be processed in the 100-
meter separation distance model (iMap approximate). Then there are species which do 
have specific location information but have less than a moderate impact. These should 
not be processed in the separation distance model either. Finally, there are species 
which have specific location information and high ecological or socio-economic impact. 
This last group are the only records that should be processed through the model, and a 
table of exclusively these records must be created. This section is the most complicated 
of the entire procedure.  
 
1. Open up a new map in ArcMap and save it as [insert_PRISM]_map in the Maps 
subfolder of the PRISM 
2. Bring the shapefile All_2020_records_observations and the shapefile 
PRISM_to_NYS_boundaries into the map. Ensure the coordinate system is 
NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_18N. Add a basemap.  
3. Select the target PRISM. Go to Select> Select by Location. Choose ‘select 
features from’ 2020_records, use PRISM_to_NYS_boundaries as the source 
layer, check ‘use selected features,’ and use ‘intersect the source layer feature’ 
as the spatial selection method. Click OK. Every observation located in the 
PRISM should now be selected. 
4. Right click the 2020_records layer in the table of contents and click Data> Export 
Data. Ensure that ‘selected features’ is chosen, then select the data frame for the 
coordinate system. The output feature class should be called All_[insert 
PRISM]_obvs.shp and located in the Observation_records subfolder of the 
PRISM. Open up the attribute table and record the number of records. 
5. Right click the All_[insert PRISM]_obvs and open up the attribute table. Click 
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PRISM]_obvs located in the Tiers_2-5 subfolder of the PRISM. Save as type 
‘Text file.’ Click Save and OK. 
6. Open up a new workbook in Excel and save it as [insert 
PRISM]_tier_worksheets.xlsx.  
7. Click Data> From Text/CSV and navigate to the All_[insert PRISM]_obvs.txt file. 
Click Import. Since this is a query, click Design> Convert to Range. Then click 
Insert>Table. Delete any ID columns. Call this sheet ‘All_[insert PRISM]_records’ 
8. Make a copy of the sheet and call it ‘Non_iMap_app_records’. In the copy, sort 
by Source and select all records with a source of iMap_app. Cut and paste them 
into another sheet called iMap_app_records.  
9. Return to the Non_iMap_app_records’sheet, which should now not have any 
iMap_app records. Go to Insert> Pivot Table and click OK. In the Design menu, 
turn off subtotals and grand-totals, and display the report layout in ‘tabular’ form. 
In the Pivot Table fields box check everything except for observed_o, longitude, 
and source. Bring latitude into the Values box. Click on it in the values box, click 
on Value Field Settings, and in the ‘summarize value field by’ box click ‘Count.’ 
Select everything in the pivot table, copy and paste it into a new table ‘as values’ 
and delete the pivot table sheet. Insert> Table and rename the count_of_latitude 
to be ‘Observations.’ Call this sheet ‘Non_iMap_app_pops’ 
10. Now create a pivot table through the same steps for the iMap_app observations. 
This time, the only necessary fields are iMap_Scien and latitude. It is only 
necessary to have these two fields because the scientific names will be merged 
from both the iMap_app and Non_iMap_app population tables for a final 
population table. Call this sheet ‘iMap_app_pops’ 
11. Return to the ‘Non_iMap_app_records’ sheet. You will now remove all species 
records which don’t have ‘moderate’ or greater ecological impacts or ‘very high 
negative’ or ‘significant negative’ socio-economic impacts. Create a new sheet 
and call it [insert PRISM]_Sep_dist_obvs. From the copied sheet, go to Sort & 
Filter> Custom sort with a 2-tiered sort that firsts sorts by Ecol_NYS with a 
custom order of Very High, High, Moderate, etc and second sorts by Socio_Ec 
with a custom order of Significant Negative, High Negative, etc. Copy all 
observations that fit the above assessment descriptions into the Sep_dist_obvs 
sheet. That sheet should now have all observations that will be used in the 
Modelbuilder. Record how many total observations it is. 
12. In the Sep_dist_obvs sheet go to Insert> Pivot Table. Only select iMap_Scien. 
Turn off Grand Totals. Copy and paste values into a new sheet and delete the 
pivot table. Call this sheet [Insert PRISM]_species_names and make the header 
‘species_names’ 
13. Returning to the map in ArcMap, go to File> Add Data> Add XY Data. Navigate 
to the sheet [insert PRISM]_Sep_dist_obvs in [insert 
PRISM]_tier_worksheets.xlsx. There may be two .xlsx files with the same name. 
One has a $ symbol in front and the other does not. Do NOT select the one with 
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NAD 1983 and click OK. A new layer called [insert PRISM]_Sep_dist_obvs$ 
Events will be created 
14. In the Table of Contents right click on this layer and go to Data> Export Data. 
Select the data frame from the coordinates options and make the output file 
[insert_PRISM]_sep_dist_records.shp in the Observation_records subfolder for 
the PRISM. 
15. From the ArcCatalog panel drag in the sheet [insert PRISM]_species_names.  
16. From the ArcCatalog panel, right click the model Separation_distance_100m and 
click edit. Double click on the blue model parameter Species_records and make 
the input [insert PRISM]_obvs_for_sep_dist. Double click the yellow Collect 
Events tool make the output %Value% and locate in the Model_subfolder of the 
PRISM. Finally, double click on the blue Species_list parameter and make the 
input [Insert PRISM]_Species_names$. The model can now be run. First click the 
black check button to ensure the model has all the elements it requires, then click 
the blue arrow to run it.  
17. None of the other elements need to be adjusted, however, if they are adjusted by 
mistake and the model won’t work, here is how everything should look.  
a. The blue oval should use the input [insert PRISM]_obvs_for_sep_dist 
b. The ‘select layer by attribute’ tool should use the input [insert 
PRISM]_obvs_for_sep_dist with a selection type of ‘NEW_SELECTION’ 
and an expression of "iMap_Scien" = '%Value%' The green oval should be 
named PRISM_project 
c. The Integrate tool should use the input PRISM_project with a XY tolerance 
of 100 meters 
d. The output features parameter should be [insert 
PRISM]_obvs_for_sep_dist 
e. The collect events should have an input of PRISM_project and an output 
file name of %Value%.shp located in the Model Outputs subfolder 
f. The collect events output file should have the same file name 
g. The species list should be the file [insert PRISM]_Species_names$ The 
iterate field values should have an input table of ‘species list’, field of 
‘species_names’, and data type of ‘string’ with unique values checked 
18. While the model is running go to the excel workbook [insert 
PRISM]_tier_worksheets and find the sheet Non_iMap_app_pops. You will notice 
that there are species that have multiple rows for each of their common names, 
which were different depending on the source and not standardized. To merge 
the rows and population numbers together for each species go to Data> From 
Table/Range. Click on Transform> Fill> Down. Then go to Group By and select 
iMap_Scien, a new column name called ‘Populations” an Operation called ‘Sum’ 
and a column based on ‘Observations.’ Click OK. Click Close and Load.  
Next make another query of the Non_iMap_app_pops, this time without any of the 
transformations. Now, merge the first query with the second query. Merge by 
iMap_Scien, You can get rid of the second scientific name column and the original 
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19. column. Close and load, convert to range, and insert to a table. You can delete 
the two other queries and the original Non_imap_app_pops table. 
20. When the model is complete open up ArcCatalog (the application, not the panel) 
and navigate to the Model_outputs. Select all model outputs and drag them into 
the map. Open up each individual shapefile, note the number of populations, and 
substitute that number into the populations column for the Non_imap_app_pops 
in Excel. This is a step where it’s easy to make a mistake, so does this slowly 
and carefully. 
21. Make both the non_iMap_app_pops and the iMap_app_pops tables into queries 
Merge the former with the latter. Convert to a range and insert to a table. You 
should now have a column for the non_iMap__app_populations and one for 
iMap_app_populations, when applicable. Create a new column called Pops2 and 
type in a formula that combines the numbers from both of those population 
columns. Now create one more column called Populations, copy and paste as 
values the contents of Pops2 into Populations. Delete all population columns 
except for ‘Populations.’ Call the sheet ‘All_pops.’ Check to see if there are any 
species in iMap_app_populations that are not in non_iMap_app_pops by 
merging the former with the latter and noting unmerged species. If there are any, 
add them into the All_pops table. These are the final populations for all species in 
the PRISM. 
 
Assembling Tier 1 Species 
Now that species have been assessed in the PRISM, we turn our attention to the buffer. 
Tier 1a species are all those which fall within a 100-mile buffer PRISM, are unique to 
the buffer (not in the PRISM itself) and have a high impact rank. We will start the 
process with a catalog of every species in the buffer and whittle down the list until just 
the Tier 1’s remain. Later on, the buffer species (those that fit the first two criteria, but 
not the last one) will be presented separately from the Tier 1 species.  
 
1. Return to ArcMap and bring the 2020_records_observations file into the map, if 
it’s not already there. Select the target PRISM from the 
PRISM_to_NYS_boundries layer. Go to Select> Select by Location. Chose 
2020_records for select features from and choose PRISM_to_NYS_boundries 
and check ‘Use selected features.’ For the spatial selection method choose ‘are 
within a distance of the source layer feature’ and apply a search distance of 100 
miles. Click Apply. Once the selection process is complete, in the Select by 
Location window now select ‘remove from the currently selected features in.’ 
Continue using the same target and source layers but switch the selection 
method to ‘remove from the currently selected features in,’ the ‘spatial selection 
method to ‘intersect the source layer feature’ and remove the search distance 
option. Now all observations within a 100-mile radius of the PRISM but nothing 
within the PRISM itself will be selected. Click OK. Record how many 
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2. In the Table of Contents right click on the 2020_records_observations layer and 
go to Data> Export Data. Ensure ‘selected features’ is chosen. Select the data 
frame from the coordinates options and make the output file [insert 
PRISM]_100mi_obvs.shp in the Buffer_files subfolder for the PRISM. Click Save 
and OK. Compare the number of observations in the new shapefile to the 
selected ones in the 2020_records_observations.shp. If there are fewer 
observations, that means some got lost in the export process and it will need to 
be exported as a File GDB feature class instead. 
3. Open up the attribute table for the new layer and go to Table Options> Export. 
Make the output file [insert PRISM]_100mi_obvs and save as a text file. Save it 
to the Tier_1 subfolder for the PRISM. 
4. Open up a new excel workbook and call it [insert PRISM]_Tier_1_worksheets. 
Go to Data> From Text/CSV. After clicking on Transform Query, remove the ID 
columns. Close and load. Make sure that there are the same number of 
observations as in the attribute table. It is not unheard of for some records to not 
properly export. Call the sheet All_[insert PRISM]_100mi_obvs 
5. Return to the PRISM_tier_worksheets file and copy the All_pops sheet into the 
Tier_1_worksheet. Create a new query from this table. Merge the two queries 
together based on iMap_scien. Convert to range and insert to table. Call the 
sheet Buffer_obvs. 
6. Delete any records that have a match. These are species which are present both 
in the PRISM and the 100mi buffer, and we are only looking for species unique to 
the buffer. Delete any extraneous columns and create a pivot table using the 
same process as the Tiers 2-5 data. Copy and paste values into a new table 
called Buffer_pops and delete the pivot. Follow the same process for clumping 
species by scientific name but with different common names as was used for 
Tier_2-5 species. Name the new sheet Buffer_pops. 
7. Check to see if there are any marine species in the Tier 1 list. If there are, and 
the target PRISM is landlocked, remove these species from the list.  
 
Allocating Species into Tiers 
Here, the species will be allocated into their proper data tiers. However, the species that 
will be placed in Tiers 2-4 will need to wait until the next step to be subdivided into Tiers 
2, 3, and 4. This is a good time to check for any errors or things that look awry before 
the final formatting and presentation phase.  
 
1. In the Buffer_pops sheet create a new column on the right called ‘Data Tier’. 
Populate every row in the data tier with ‘Buffer.’  
2. Copy this table of Buffer species populations into the Tiers_2-5_worksheets file. 
Now copy all the rows from the table of Tiers 2-5 species into this new table. Call 
it ‘All_tiers’ and sort by scientific name.  
This table contains every single introduced species that exists within the PRISM and a 
100-mile radius of it. It is useful to have all the species in one place before allocating 
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existing expert tier feedback and populating it into the new table for the PRISM’s 
reference. It is much easier to do this when all the species are in the same place. 
Go to Data> From Table and make a new query.  
3. Open up the last species tier table completed by the PRISM, which should have 
expert tiers for all species, as well as some rows in the ‘Reasons for Change,’ 
‘Other reasons,’ and ‘Notes’ column filled out. In that file compile all the sheets 
into a single table, so that all species are in one place. Copy this sheet into the 
current Tiers_2-5_worksheets file. Go to Data> From Table and make a new 
query. If there is no existing expert feedback table, go to step 6.  
4. Merge the two queries together and choose which columns to keep and discard. 
From the All_tiers file you need every column. From the query with expert 
feedback you need Old Expert Tier, New Expert Tier, Reason for Change, Other 
Reason, and Notes. Close and Load. Skim the list to see if any species that 
definitely should have been included in the PRISM’s previous review are missing 
because of a merging error and copy and paste the expert information in those 
places. Cut all the values in New Expert Tier and paste them into Old Expert Tier. 
5. If there is no existing expert feedback table, you will need to consult the online 
tier list on the PRISM’s website. Species by species, go through the existing 
PRISM’s expert tiers and type them into the Old Expert Tier column. There may 
be some species that the PRISM has tiered which did not show up in the iMap 
data, and thus went untiered. Add these species to the spreadsheet with 
populations of 0. Check the Master_merge_spreadsheet to see if they’ve been 
assessed and fill out the assessment information. 
6. Make the header a size 12 font and the rows a size 11 font. The columns should 
read from left to right as follows: Scientific name, Common name, Populations, 
Species Type, Ecol. Rank, Ecol. Score, Socio-Ec. Rank, Data Tier, Old Expert 
Tier, New Expert Tier, Reason for Change, Other Reason, and Notes. Center 
text in all columns between (and including) Population and Old Expert Tier. Using 
Format> Column Width, create uniform widths for each of the columns so that the 
titles of the headings are all visible, the majority of the text in the rows is all 
visible, and each of the columns is visible at one time in the spreadsheet when 
zoomed to 100%. Choose a lighter color for the expert feedback text to indicate 
that this is old information that may need to be updated. Format the row height as 
well. Doing all this now will save time later when the tiers are separated. 
7. Consult the excel spreadsheet “Subspecies-jenn.” This tells you which 
subspecies should be merged together and which should remain separate. Go 
through the All_tiers list alphabetically and merge accordingly. Delete any 
species that are the same.  
8. While all the species are in one place, it’s also a good time to clean them up. 
There is a lot of unpopulated information in the assessment section filled in as 
‘blank’ or ‘N/A’ or ‘unassessed’. For these values Find> Replace to just a blank 
space. 
9. Finally, it is time to allocate the species into their individual tier lists. There will be 
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a. Tiers 2-4: all species present in the PRISM with an Ecol. Rank of ‘High’ or 
‘Very High’ or a Socio-ec rank of ‘Very High Negative’ or ‘Significant 
Negative’ 
b. Tier 1a: all species unique to the 100mi buffer around the PRISM with an 
Ecol. Rank of ‘High’ or ‘Very High’ or a Socio-ec rank of ‘Very high 
Negative’ or ‘Significant Negative’ 
c. Untiered in PRISM: all lower impact species present in the PRISM 
d. Untiered in Buffer: all lower impact species present in the Buffer 
10. Go to Custom Sort and add three levels. In the first level should be Data Tier, 
ordered A to Z. Then sort by Ecol. Rank and order it in a custom list that goes 
Very High, High, Moderate. Then sort by Socio-Ec. Rank and order it in a custom 
list that goes Significant Negative, Very High, Negative, High Negative. Click OK. 
The species should now be ordered so that all species with a data tier of ‘buffer’ 
are at the top. Replace ‘Buffer’ with ‘1a’ for all species that have an Ecol. Rank of 
‘High’ or ‘Very High’ or a Socio-ec rank of ‘Very High Negative’ or ‘Significant 
Negative.’ Now, scroll down to the species that have no data tier. Give all with an 
Ecol. Rank of ‘High’ or ‘Very High’ or a Socio-ec rank of ‘Very High Negative,’ 
‘High Negative,’ or ‘Significant Negative’ a data tier of ‘2,3,4’. Give all remaining 
species ‘Untiered.’ Now, custom sort by Data Tier with a custom order that goes 
1a, Buffer, Untiered, 2,3,4. 
11. Create four new sheets called Tier 2-4, Tier 1a, Untiered in PRISM, and Untiered 
in Buffer. Copy and paste the header into each one. Copy and paste the species 
into each sheet according to their data tier. The easiest way to do this is to filter 
the All_pops table by each data tier, and then copy> paste (keep source column 
widths) into the new sheet. 
 
Formatting tier lists for PRISM 
We have reached the final stage of the tiering process, and possibly the most fun part of 
it all. Most of this is formulaic but this is the only place where you can be truly creative in 
the tier list creation. When creating each of the tier tables, strive to make them visually 
interesting. Use color combinations and fonts that work well together and are visually 
exciting. The tables should look different from each other yet have consistency between 
them. Try not to just use standard excel table designs if you have the time. Why put in 
all this effort? Because a beautiful looking table will hold someone’s attention for longer. 
PRISM members will spend more time with the tier lists and be more excited to return to 
them if they don’t look like everything other table they’ve ever worked with. Plus, so 
much work and attention to detail has already been put into the creation of these tier 
lists. These are high quality products and they should look the part.  
 
1. Copy these four new sheets into a new file. Save this file as [insert 
PRISM]_tier_list_[Insert date] as an Excel Macro-Enabled Template. 
Identify giant hogweed in the Tier 2-4 sheet. Regardless of the population, giant 
hogweed should have at most a Tier 3 listing. If it has landed in Tier 4 include the 
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2. GHW program, not data sources. Although the number of populations lands it in 
a tier 4, since state resources are available to contain this species, we placed it 
in tier 3.” If it falls into Tier 3 or 2 include the same comment but without the last 
sentence. 
3. In the Tiers 2-4 sheet categorize all species into tiers based on population 
percentiles. Sort by Populations from Highest to Lowest. At the bottom of the 
page run the formula =PERCENTILE.EXC(array, k) with the array being all cells 
in the Population column and the array being 0.3333. Repeat with a new formula 
that has the array 0.6666. In the data tier column all species that have 
populations at or lower than the 0.3333 percentile get a tier number of 2. All 
species that have populations between the 0.3333 and 0.6666 percentile get a 
tier number of 3. All species that populations above the 0.6666 percentile get a 
tier number of 4. Make sure Giant hogweed has a Tier 3 or Data do 
4. On the bottom of each sheet type the following: Data downloaded on [insert date] 
5. On the bottom of the Tier 2-4 sheet, explain the percentiles in the following 
format: Tiers Divided by 33% percentiles: Tier 2 < x, Tier 3= x-y, Tier 4 >y 
6. On the bottom of the sheet Tiers 2-4 type out the following reasons for a tier 
change in separate cells: 
 
Reasons for Change 
Data populations higher than estimated  
Under-reported in data 
Lower eco impact than NYS Assessment 
Lower difficulty of control than NYS Assessment 
Higher difficulty of control than NYS Assessment 
Lower socio-ec impact than NYS Assessment 
Distributed over a limited geographic area 
Distributed over a broad geographic area 
Other reason 
 
7. On the bottom of the sheet Tier 1a type out the following reasons for a tier 
change in separate cells: 
 
Reasons for Change 
Present in PRISM 
Lower eco impact than NYS Assessment 
Higher difficulty of control than NYS Assessment 
Lower socio-ec impact than NYS Assessment 
Other reason 
 
8. On the bottom of the sheet Untiered in PRISM type out the following reasons for 
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Reasons for Change 
Not present in PRISM 
Higher eco impact than NYS Assessment 
Higher socio-ec impact than NYS Assessment 
Other reason 
 
9. On the bottom of the sheet Untiered in Buffer type out the following reasons for a 
tier change in separate cells: 
 
Reasons for Change 
Present in PRISM 
Higher socio-ec impact than NYS Assessment 
High impact to agricultural products 
Other reason 
 
10. For each sheet select all cells in the column Reason for tier change. Go to Data> 
Data validation. Click Allow> List and make the source all of the cells that contain 
the aforementioned reasons. 
11. Go to Developer. Click on Visual Basic. For each sheet paste in the following 
code. Ensure the correct column (it should be column 11) is mentioned: 
 
Private Sub Worksheet_Change(ByVal Target As Range) 
'Code by Sumit Bansal from https://trumpexcel.com 
' To allow multiple selections in a Drop Down List in Excel (without repetition) 
Dim Oldvalue As String 
Dim Newvalue As String 
Application.EnableEvents = True 
On Error GoTo Exitsub 
If Target.Column = 11 Then 
  If Target.SpecialCells(xlCellTypeAllValidation) Is Nothing Then 
    GoTo Exitsub 
  Else: If Target.Value = "" Then GoTo Exitsub Else 
    Application.EnableEvents = False 
    Newvalue = Target.Value 
    Application.Undo 
    Oldvalue = Target.Value 
      If Oldvalue = "" Then 
        Target.Value = Newvalue 
      Else 
        If InStr(1, Oldvalue, Newvalue) = 0 Then 
            Target.Value = Oldvalue & ", " & Newvalue 
      Else: 
        Target.Value = Oldvalue 
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    End If 
  End If 
End If 
 
Application.EnableEvents = True 
Exitsub: 
Application.EnableEvents = True 
End Sub 
 
12. For each sheet, go to Insert>Table.  
13. Add rows to the tops of all the sheets and merge them so that one cell covers all 
13 columns. The rows should be titled for: 
a. Tiers 2-4: All high ranked species in [PRISM] 
b. Tier 1a: All high ranked species in 100-mile radius from [PRISM],  
c. Untiered in PRISM: All low ranked species in [PRISM] 
d. Untiered in Buffer: All low ranked species in 100-mile radius from [PRSM] 
14. For every sheet but Tiers 2-4 go to Custom Sort and add three levels. In the first 
level should be Old Expert Tier, ordered lowest to highest. Then sort by Ecol. 
Rank and order it in a custom list that goes Very High, High, Moderate. Then sort 
by Socio-Ec. Rank and order it in a custom list that goes Significant Negative, 
High Negative. Click OK. Make sure Tiers 2-4 is sorted by population from 
highest to lowest. 
15. Stylize the background and font colors. Italicize the scientific names.  
16. Select the CELL B3. Click on View > Freeze Panes > Freeze Panes. 




And so concludes the Step by Step Procedure for Creating Tier Lists. Congratulations! 
Hopefully, that wasn’t the kind of ordeal that makes you question your career trajectory, 
how it all has come to this, etc. If you have any questions, please contact 
Dylan.finley@dec.ny.gov. At this point further tweaks to the process are up to you! 
There are things to improve that I didn’t have time to address and other things which I’m 
not even sure are worth changing at all. These ideas are peppered throughout this 










































Appendix 2.6. All species records for LIISMA
 












Appendix 2.9. Populations of Lymantria dispar before (left attribute table) and after (right 
































































Appendix 2.18. Timeline of main tier project developments 
Timeline Tier Project Tasks 
Fall 2019-Spring 2020 Examined state data, developed various ways to automate draft data tiers, 
created expert tier worksheets, draft data tiers sent to all PRISMs 
Summer 2020 Solicited feedback on PRISM data tiers, created NY state draft tier lists and 
convened workgroup, refined data analysis process 
Fall 2020 Explored online tier table options, finalized initial NY state tiers from 
expert feedback 
November 2020 Final call for field data and confirmations 
December 2020 Re-ran all PRISM and state data tiers 
January- February 2021 Worked with PRISMs and state workgroup to finalize Expert Tiers 
March 2021 Built and populated online tables 













Appendix 3.1. Workflow in Modelbuilder (ArcMap 10.6) that generated a count of the number 










































n/a 1811 209 67 0.32 0.54 Forb/He
rb 







n/a 1989 31 15 0.48 0.74 Forb/He
rb 
    























































































n/a 1921 99 16 0.16 0.68 Gramino
id 





























Allium vineale Wild Garlic Terrestri
al Plant 







































































































































50 1868 152 77 0.51 0.54 Gramino
id 






























63.75 1929 91 77 0.85 0.69 Gramino
id 




























n/a 1879 141 61 0.43 0.74 Forb/He
rb 



















54 1890 130 28 0.22 0.54 Forb/He
rb 
    






1937 83 4 0.05 0.54 Gramino
id 





















































































































78.88 1896 124 301 2.43 0.50 Forb/He
rb 














60.27 1866 154 270 1.75 0.54 Forb/He
rb 





n/a 1811 209 369 1.77 0.69 Forb/He
rb 






















67.9 1913 107 89 0.83 0.50 Forb/He
rb 




















































56.98 1840 180 27 0.15 0.68 Forb/He
rb 








n/a 1883 137 17 0.12 0.69 Forb/He
rb 







61.25 1866 154 79 0.51 0.69 Non-
liana 
vine 
    






1967 53 3 0.06 0.69 Tree     




62.07 1869 151 156 1.03 0.54 Forb/He
rb 




















72 2015 5 1 0.20 0.54 Forb/He
rb 

















53.13 1809 211 12 0.06 0.54 Forb/He
rb 
    




44.74 1921 99 1 0.01 0.74 Gramino
id 


















50 1811 209 70 0.33 0.66 Forb/He
rb 
    
Daucus carota Wild Carrot Terrestri
al Plant 
n/a 1871 149 536 3.60 0.54 Forb/He
rb 
    











78 1975 45 2 0.04 0.50 Forb/He
rb 







53.33 1904 116 3 0.03 0.54 Forb/He
rb 


















































































































































n/a 1834 186 87 0.47 0.54 Gramino
id 







62.5 1892 128 54 0.42 0.69 Forb/He
rb 








n/a 1873 147 23 0.16 0.69 Forb/He
rb 







46.39 1879 141 16 0.11 0.69 Forb/He
rb 



































































1933 87 5 0.06   Forb/He
rb 

































n/a 1907 113 6 0.05 0.54 Forb/He
rb 





n/a 1923 97 3 0.03 0.52 Forb/He
rb 





















2002 18 7 0.39 0.69 Forb/He
rb 





60.27 1876 144 10 0.07 0.50 Gramino
id 




















n/a 1925 95 1 0.01         


















53.25 1920 100 13 0.13 0.66 Forb/He
rb 







59.72 1907 113 2 0.02 0.54 Forb/He
rb 

































65.75 1878 142 8 0.06 0.54 Forb/He
rb 





75 1811 209 276 1.32 0.54 Forb/He
rb 













n/a 2014 6 1 0.17 0.50 Liana     
Hedera helix English Ivy Terrestri
al Plant 





































56.97 1867 153 410 2.68 0.52 Forb/He
rb 




















1880 140 7 0.05 0.54 Gramino
id 







n/a 1940 80 5 0.06 0.69 Forb/He
rb 




















73 1987 33 1 0.03 0.54 Forb/He
rb 


































46.75 1868 152 392 2.58 0.69 Forb/He
rb 
    




























n/a 1811 209 14 0.07 0.52 Forb/He
rb 

















































68.75 1926 94 13 0.14 0.69 Forb/He
rb 























n/a 1974 46 14 0.30 0.69 Forb/He
rb 







n/a 1992 28 1 0.04 0.69 Gramino
id 




















n/a 1885 135 74 0.55 0.54 Forb/He
rb 






























































63.33 1972 48 3 0.06 0.69 Forb/He
rb 



























































n/a 1861 159 25 0.16 0.69 Forb/He
rb 













































































59 1879 141 384 2.72 0.69 Forb/He
rb 
    


































78 1878 142 81 0.57 0.54 Forb/He
rb 















n/a 1872 148 25 0.17 0.69 Forb/He
rb 



































































75 1936 84 11 0.13 0.69 Forb/He
rb 
    























n/a 1840 180 326 1.81 0.69 Forb/He
rb 








n/a 1875 145 4 0.03 0.50 Forb/He
rb 








n/a 1840 180 163 0.91 0.52 Forb/He
rb 





59.3 1931 89 1 0.01 0.54 Forb/He
rb 









































































1811 209 212 1.01 0.54 Forb/He
rb 









56 1867 153 5 0.03 0.54 Forb/He
rb 








78 1922 98 1 0.01   Forb/He
rb 





























75 1963 57 15 0.26 0.69 Forb/He
rb 































































n/a 1961 59 3 0.05 0.69 Forb/He
rb 








60.27 1918 102 231 2.26 0.74 Forb/He
rb 









































































63.75 1840 180 219 1.22 0.69 Gramino
id 


































n/a 1949 71 1 0.01 0.69 Gramino
id 










2011 9 27 3.00 0.69 Gramino
id 
    











n/a 1904 116 10 0.09 0.54 Forb/He
rb 








39.73 1950 70 3 0.04 0.69 Forb/He
rb 







58.62 1958 62 78 1.26 0.69 Tree     




48.75 1895 125 26 0.21 0.54 Gramino
id 







68.75 1811 209 189 0.90 0.54 Gramino
id 







67.78 1811 209 124 0.59   Gramino
id 
    












































55 1811 209 12 0.06 0.52 Tree     






























58.9 2014 6 2 0.33 0.69 Tree     











63.22 1800 220 107 0.49 0.69 Forb/He
rb 












































































Rosa canina Dog Rose Terrestri
al Plant 





































63.75 1936 84 1 0.01 0.50 Shrub     






















































n/a 1987 33 2 0.06         
























n/a 1838 182 10 0.05 0.69 Forb/He
rb 


















52.5 1840 180 193 1.07 0.54 Forb/He
rb 





n/a 2012 8 3 0.38 0.69 Gramino
id 





65 1913 107 6 0.06 0.54 Gramino
id 







n/a 1872 148 58 0.39 0.54 Gramino
id 






74 1990 30 5 0.17 0.74 Gramino
id 
    
Sedum acre Gold-moss Terrestri
al Plant 
n/a 1840 180 2 0.01 0.54 Forb/He
rb 





































50.52 1840 180 656 3.64 0.69 Forb/He
rb 









n/a 1879 141 1 0.01 0.68 Forb/He
rb 








n/a 1855 165 42 0.25 0.54 Forb/He
rb 


















n/a 1868 152 3 0.02   Gramino
id 





























































50 1811 209 49 0.23 0.69 Forb/He
rb 







n/a 1941 79 11 0.14 0.69 Tree     


























50.54 1879 141 3 0.02 0.69 Forb/He
rb 







n/a 1811 209 313 1.50 0.54 Forb/He
rb 





57.5 1864 156 428 2.74 0.54 Forb/He
rb 







n/a 1811 209 13 0.06   Forb/He
rb 
    


























62.16 1879 141 25 0.18 0.69 Forb/He
rb 









1918 102 16 0.16 0.54 Forb/He
rb 







n/a 1811 209 504 2.41 0.69 Forb/He
rb 









n/a 2002 18 2 0.11 0.68 Forb/He
rb 







61.84 1828 192 2 0.01 0.68 Forb/He
rb 










51.95 1861 159 520 3.27 0.54 Forb/He
rb 
















































































54.44 1815 205 57 0.28 0.69 Forb/He
rb 







  1964 56 10 0.18 0.69 Non-
liana 
vine 







50** 1979 41 4 0.10 0.54 Forb/He
rb 









2014 6 10 1.67 0.54 Forb/He
rb 
    



















89.69 1872 148 305 2.06 0.54 Non-
liana 
vine 








87.63 1881 139 291 2.09 0.50 Non-
liana 
vine 





























Dy lan  F in ley   
(845) 596-4114 – dylanmfinley@gmail.com – 4 Oratam Road Airmont, NY 10952 
P R O F I L E  
 
 Seeking professional work in land management and conservation. Experienced naturalist with a varied 
history of working in ecological research and environmental stewardship.  
   E D U C A T I O N   SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry (ESF) (Syracuse, NY), 2019-2021 
Master of Science in Conservation Biology, Department of Environmental Biology 
• Thesis: Using Data to Prioritize Invasive Species 
• GPA: _ /4.0 
• Relevant Coursework: Advanced GIS, Flowering Plants, Regression, Biocontrol, Aquatic Invasives 
Vassar College: (Poughkeepsie, NY), 2013-2017 
Bachelor of Arts in Urban Studies; Environmental Studies Minor with focus in Natural Sciences 
• GPA: 3.7/4.0 
• Relevant Coursework: Ecology, Conservation Biology, Plants of the Hudson Valley 
   R E S E A R C H  
E X P E R I E N C E  
 Using Data to Prioritize Invasive Species: SUNY ESF and iMapInvasives (Syracuse, NY), 2019-2021 
• Created a novel, data-driven method for determining invasive species priorities, adopted by the 
Partnership for Regional Invasive Species Management (PRISM) network 
• Collaborated with PRISM leaders and NYS officials to make 18 invasive tier lists based on this method 
• Found significant predictors of invasion rate for invasive plant species in NYS 
Emerging Invasive Species Survey: Vassar Ecological Preserve (Poughkeepsie, NY), May-July 2018 
• Identified 30 key emerging invasive species of concern based on local records and personal 
observations  
• Led the survey team in collecting data on invasive plant presence, abundance, and patterns of 
dispersal at 500 plot points  
• Discovered 7 new invasive plant species that had previously not been reported at the Vassar 
Ecological Preserve and mapped them for removal  
Conservation Action Plan: Vassar Ecological Preserve (Poughkeepsie, NY), 2018 
• Analyzed vegetation data to establish which ecological communities at the Vassar Ecological 
Preserve should be considered focal targets, prioritized for restoration. This was based on diversity of 
plants, Floral Quality Indices of dominant and associate plant species, and levels of invasiveness 
 
• Identified key ecological attributes of each focal target and determined indicators for each 
attribute 
Reclassification and Mapping of the Vassar Ecological Preserve: Vassar Ecological Preserve 
(Poughkeepsie, NY), Summer-Fall 2016 
• Established survey methods and collected data on plant species and abundance, height classes, 
canopy density, DBH, soil type, and various environmental attributes at 26 plots 
• Classified 16 forest and open field plant communities according to habitat classifications from the 
United States National Vegetation Classification and the New York Natural Heritage Program 
• Created a dichotomous key to identify habitats based on their dominant and associate plant 
species and tested it at 90 accuracy assessment points 








P R O F E S S I O N A L  
E X P E R I E N C E  
  
 
Land Steward of the Vassar Ecological Preserve: Student Conservation Association- Hudson Valley Corps 
(Poughkeepsie, NY), January 2018- August 2019 
• Led the annual SCA Hudson Valley Corps Service Project. Over the course of 3 days I oversaw 60+ 
corps members and volunteers. The project, which I conceived and planned over the course of 
several months, included planting 300 trees in priority habitats, removing 1 acre of invasive plants, 
and building 500 feet of bog bridges along flooded trails.  
• Supervising and training interns in an array of monitoring projects including phenology observations, 
trail camera data collection, and tree health measurements 
• Taught introductory biology labs in plant identification, impact of deer browse on saplings 
• Coordinated and executed outreach and volunteer events by leading educational walks on plant 
identification and ecology, designing informational posters, and managing social media accounts 
Natural Resource Assistant: Rockefeller State Park Preserve (Pleasantville, NY), August-November 2017 
• Implemented land stewardship and vegetation management projects that promoted native 
biodiversity and reduced invasive species 
Stewardship Assistant: Vassar Ecological Preserve (Poughkeepsie, NY), June 2016– May 2017 
• Organized natural resource management projects including beaver dam control, invasive vine 
removal, and trail maintenance 
• Collected data for ongoing environmental monitoring projects  
   P R O J E C T S  &  
A C T I V I T I E S  
 Artistic Creator: Diorama of Wildlife of the Hudson Valley (Poughkeepsie, NY) August 2016- May 2017 
• Using life-size cut out drawings, recreated a local habitat complete with dozens of species of flora 
and fauna, displayed in the style of the American Museum of Natural History dioramas and now 
permanently exhibited at the Great Hollow Nature Preserve in New Fairfield, CT  
Volunteer: Vassar Environmental Cooperative (Poughkeepsie, NY) February 2017- 2019 
• Contributed to citizen science projects and environmental remediation efforts  
Meals on Wheels Rockland (Nanuet, NY), March – May 2020 
• Delivered meals to locals during the beginning of the pandemic 
Co-coordinator: Vassar College Fossil Fuel Divestment (Poughkeepsie, NY) September 2013- May 2017 
• Leading organizer of an effort to motivate the Vassar administration to divest its endowment  
   
P R O F E S S I O N A L  
T R A I N I N G  
 Environmental Leadership Institute:  Student Conservation Association (Poughkeepsie, NY) February- 
September 2017 
Forum on Translational Ecology:  Cary Institute of Ecosystem Studies (Milbrook, NY) July 2017 
 
PRESENTATIONS  North American Invasive Species Management Association September 2021 
Presented on the data driven invasive species tiers 
Undergraduate Research Summer Institute:  Vassar College, September 2016  
Presented the results of my work on the reclassification and mapping of the ecological communities at 
the Vassar Ecological Preserve 
 
S K I L L S   Computer: ArcGIS, Minitab, GPS Navigation, Microsoft Office, Illustrator, iTree Eco, Survey 123 
Certifications: Wilderness First Responder, CPR, AED (Wilderness Medical Associates), QuickStart Your 
Canoe (American Canoe Association), trained in Leave No Trace 
Outdoors: Backpacking, camping, 4-wheel drive vehicles, kayaking, topographic map reading 
Language: French (Beginner) 
